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-:4iLthe past., Both grOups Agree that efflative-iilterreti4Wid--'_-- ---
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This ityritosiuni.was organized immediately following the Baker v Owens

decision, and was held prior to the Ingraham v Wright judgment, and should be.
viewed in that context. .

This monograph is divided incoliree sections: a) the formal presentations
.

of Dr. Fontana, Dr. Friedman, Dr. Foster, Mr. Vanor'e, -Islevibold, and

Mr. Reinholz; b) the dpl\ate portion by the above indivkkials, including a summation

by Mr. Westmoreland and Dr. Williams, with a concluding comment by Dr. David
,

Gil, who spoke frora thelaudience, butowhose remarks could not be 1 ored; and
N.

= c) an analysis of the sympoatum by the.chairperson, Dr. Welsh.
. 4., ,

? ''' ,,
The readers will notice some unevenness

r
in the way the papers *are

presented. Several of the formal papers were read, but most of them- were typed
. . \

. 3
1 .

, from the recording tapes.' Sorhe participants worked' over their papers more
t k

than others. For example, Dr. Foster sent his rough draft bacrwith minimal.

corrections whfcitliis helped to preser4the pontaneity of his remarks.
..

Thisymposiuni was a unique experidme-for all of those who participate

Alhough there were no conversions, we clearly earned somet,hing from each- other.,
I wouldthope that the reader will find this sympo ium as provsfatlye and

stimulating as we, did.
, :



In 1971, at its annual meeting, the National)Education kisociation

Representative Kssembly sent the report of its Task Force on Student Involvement_

,- to the Executive Committee and Board of Directors. One of the recommendations of
.

the Task Force,was to appoint a new Task Force to study corporal punishment in the

schools, -and in January of1972, the Task ForOe on,Corporal Punishment was

appointedl and began 'work. This .group was.' highly representative in regaidto'region,
.

students, types of teachers, and urban-ruralicharacteristics. -Opon completing its

woric, the Task Force came to the following conClusions:

I. Teachers and other school personnel abhor physical violence of persons

toward ea h other, no matter what the form.'
. ..Z1 .

II. No teacher conscif? ly waits to inflict pain, either pbysicat or pilychol
-,

414

upon a young persdn. ,
? ,

-III. teachers and other educat rs a e corporal putishment a ost

where conditions for dealing y,tfh dis,aption-itTe eo,Poor _that -the_schoo
-.

staff has reached a point of total frustration.,
-_. -....

IV. Teachers lack both oppott nity and support fOr seeded in -se

and growth in identifying, d eloping, and pritcticing alternfitivegii*t

infliction of pain as aaisci linarrtechniqii

V. No single,group within the educaiiohal_system is able tqchange that slate

or set standards independ ntly_of the

VI. The T4sk Force believes t afAhe ediipation:-.assbOatiOn-has-aresponObilit-

to amonstrate naLleadersi4:in the:

It further recommended that all educaors.noVe.in. add. to vtutee out,over

a one-year perhod,:begtring vAchthe 1.97;t73 school
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pain upon Students, except for purples Of restraint or protection of self or other
, ,- ,

Q . -
studentS.' The recommendition of the NEA Task Force on Corporal Punishment jlever
2!came to pase. ,

.'OnOctobee 20, 1975, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the schools had a

right to use corporal punishment without-parental consent: The judges felt :that to7,
0

outlaw ita,use in the schools "buckle& a settled tradition of countenancing such
.

A. .

punishment 'Ohen reasonable." In essence, the cOurt was simply4upholding a lower

court decision handed down in Greensboro, North Carolina, after Virginia }Aker
- .

complained that her son, Russell, a frail sixth grader; had been paddled with -a
.

drawer divider for playing'ball with two other pupils in an unauthorized play area.

:Although the court included "safeguards)," by-insisting that corporal punishment not be

used as%a first line penalty, that it not be used, without prior warning, .and that

- teacher ought to be,present to obsersie-tfie,paddling, Li} w YorTimes. was
:4 weiV

incensed, remarking:

In an extraordinarily retrogressivi-rtiling, the Supseme,Court bias:
effectively decided that teachers may resort to corporal punishinent In I
disciplining pupils under state law... ..

,
. .. t -

. The message' the paddle transmits to children is t_hat su-Perlor -,
physical size and strength is ctiowetfill.deteirminant otlAtice--a
lesson they ate likely to apply to their smaller and weaker-7ton--
temporaries . In refusing to modify Nevi York City'S';ban on corporal ,

punishment,. Chancellor-Irvin Anker rightly called that-forth of
discipline "both 'dehumanizing and Counterproductive:'(10-22-75, p. 44c ).:

In contrast, the Conservative Npw YricDaily News wrote:
e : - .; i,

Much as we'deplore.viqlence in any.forms_me dtink a thankful. toast -

tip the SupremeSiontt for a-sizable contrilintrOnlp otaastoom- discipline.'__
Even over parental-ohjectiOns, the couithaii-_-juit held, teichers-may -_speinita
rambunctious studelitp, .:------ 1- '- ---'-,_,

Our joy is tempered-only hy,the'facethat Chtncellor-irvAng--Anker -_,-1--r,.

refuses to acrept_spanidnginthe local,publi, -schools,. -.]:If-the-;:radTwerei-:_,--
firmly and accurately applied,- stitne,., =MS' Ch ries-!ini- nsttiabiorb

-_-- 1. - - -, _I- ,

---:

-----(-



rg animai: Oa spelling, in which many are appallinglyweak. (10122-75, p:51).
. .4 A.

A

White Baker r Owen was 'being hotly debated it was noted that the paIretital

consent issue wa(3 the only issue before tile Supreme Courttand thica wholeihost of
A fa :e k : ,`

.r
1 '`

..` , '

issues regarding corporal punishment still were left undecided. In fact* even on th
." s'e / . -

. '4.
Issue of parental consent, it *asinot comp et 'de ,.r whether the "Jaw of Me lane had,

. -
2

,4.
"-

. ,
. / ,- / ,

,. .

- PI.Z14 ' - .

1 ' ...., . .
.

Within a relatively shirt periocrof trine, Ingraham v 'Wright
i
was before

1IL ,

I-The-decision rendered by the Courtpn "-pal 20, 197,7; shocked the.anti-
J . \ \ ," =

",., 4..

corporal Rtinishmert group 'ev'en more than the 197 , rulii. The CA...:,irt voted 5 4 that
,

i. -
school.t hildren may not cl im protection under the Eighth Amendment of the Constitutio.

. , , - = ,

'when spanked or paddled by teachers a d' school.aamipistrafors, no mattethowievere,- . --
it

the punishment might be. Justine B ron,R.. White wrote a dissenting op inion and
vc. 90

Joiti6dby yilliam:J. Brennan, Jr., Thutgood Marshall, and John Paul..
....- , , ,_

Court detision was written by Justice Lewis F. POwelj, Jr. Joining:pOwell:were-z_
- ',AI a t

Chief Justice Warren E. 'Burger, and justices Hitrry A. Blackman, K. Rehtiqu.

and Pottei Stewart,: Noting that prisoners have greater prtection underthei4w,

Justice-Whites dissent %aid: O

=

Thus, If it is constitutionally imperriitssible_fo
one's ear for the comtnitifowof a murder, it mns belincoristi-
tutionaltO cut:Iiff-a child's ear _for =being=late to Clasa`-_4--

Justice Powell, in hid dissent in Goess v Lope (95:S CT= 729

tousty served warding to the anti-corpo al.tiiipishment forces 'that tiler

stronivoicef; in thelurger court not likelY to be friendly. w wrote:
\"

.thenOrmal ieacherizpupil -relationship ,.relittiOn-._- .-
, shipi one in- =which thetheA achermusr occupy,nsanrroleCiT

advilor,--:friendAn. '_.'at- are' .t-_,subrifit e lit at--rakely -)

"adversdry-ln-nature-except-rw#, 4-es 'ttoAhev rOili a IY,---;;:dit-' 'rtiptive -or_ insubordinatepupi whom the tetiOfier;-:nni 60
,t9 dip,CiPUttez:i It Ut- atr --formallti_
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the Supreme Court. Reportedly, 3Itudents at the Charles R. Drew.junior High School
I ,

in Dade County (Miami) Florida, were subjected to paddles brass knuckles; other .

't .

types of severe spankings even for such trivial reasons. as being fate to Ciais, not
. ,

dressing for gym, or making excessive noise. Aliparenily die spankinis, which have
, .

since been described as a "reign of terror, Z,resulted in severe bruises and injuries
, e J A ° Ar . .,

'4,// -.requiring medical treatment. a-

. ,
Following Baker v Owen, and while stIll.awaiting Ingraham v. Wright,: a

- - ,
" i decision. was made by Dr. Ralph Welsh to organize a symposium regarding the...

/--

implications of the Baker vs. Owen- decision, which Would be presented.at the 1976 . , ._,:,
.,.t --1' -V,

Washington,
-

Fall meeting of the AMerican Psychological .Association convention in* W
, .

D. C., and would allow both sides of the argumenticii be/he*. -'

Two thernbers of the American PsycholOgical Association Task Foice on

Children's Rights and ChildA buse, Dr. Gerald Koocher and Dr. Ada
%\t 4 jr

vided Much needed moral supporkollri he Public Information 0\ . *-
Psychological AssoCiation, Mona Marie Wechtel, also offered strong- encoura

The chairman of this symposium, Dr. Welsh, feels, that school co
to,

, is one of the most important issues' of our tun
-

r

pro corporal punishment' advocates, he feels that. both sidearnustbelear

issue is to be looked at In its proper perspective

in thlii symposium-Fiebate are hontrable,inikelcan

veshemently with each other attests to the imPoitance--
- _ N

practise of spanking cllldreniinthe'-ptibliC)F4



L GAL RAM IFICATIONS OF CORPORAL PUNISHMENT IN 111E SCHOOLS

AndreW A Vanorenr.*
.

. .

:111 1

ii I,./--li inp.

Vtypn you have anywhere from twenty-five to thirty stu
..., .

Were onIhdividual pupil can distupt the entire'cl sroom a
ril .. .

Ter pupi from getting what is their. right,, and what they're in
. I

-education, /passed a taw which provides that a teach?

5, the*General Assembly of North Carolina, in it Infinite Wisdom;

.

9 se whate er force is necessary in order to,maintai
I

I
.nclude co porat punishMent.

. , ,

. .

The case, which precipitated this' sympoiii m (Baker t./ -', Owen) was heard. by

/ 1

.., /

a federal court, after a mother'. Virginia Baker, 'a 4her. son, 1R4ssell, -as.-sixth_ ..
. /i <,

. k k . t,

grade sitident at a public school, Winston-Sale-MI North Carolina, brought an

action/againt the Principal the teacItee, the loci Maid of Education, :and the

, .
a l , . _. .

2%

k.......e9 ,
I

e.. 3

a 1

- k 1

ents in a classroom,

d' keep. allof the

school for, an

ina public schoolroomi may

discipline; and this force may
0

superintendent of schools. The intent was to ha?, the 1955 statute allowing corporal

punishment in the Isieth.Car6lina public schools 'declarectuticonatititional. Mrs. baker
/ i

did not believe in doriSoral punishent,- did.ntuse it herself in maintaining

discipline in hex household; and said that her constitutional right waa being-denied

her if the schocil officij used corporal punishment over' her objection.

. Thie'particular child' was ur Aly in th9..oket4gO'oanm the: teacher, as the
e
evidence showe'd, had previously attempted to'use,other alternative niethods of

. ;

-
*Senior -Deputk Attornek &oral of the State Of Northarolina.

"I
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punishment, which finally culminated in the infliction of Corporal punishment. The

punishment involved two spanks on the buttocks with a drawer divider which was *later*

descrjbed to be about the size of a ruler. As

did not have any permanent injury as a result

punishment inflicted maliciously.

the evidence also showed, the child.,

of the,puniighment, nor was the

A three-judge court heard the case because, ,in'the federal system, any time

a state statute is questioned as far as its being constitutional or unconstitutional, the
.

4

Federal Congress his provided that three judges shall hear it.,. Whenever, a deCisicit
, \to

.,

is rendered by the three judges and an appelip requesteiV it must be taken directly,
0. .

to the SuprerAe Court of the United States: The three-jtidge court held that, °yes,

Mrs: Baker did have a right to determine the kind of punishment which Would be t,

imposed Lpan her child when the child was at home, but- they reasoned that the

school situation was different. It was their opinion that schcD1 officials have the right _

, , % ,
to deteimitie, within the cope of reasonableness, whatever punishment would be

( - -

inflicted., upon a child'which had den entrusted to their care. The Orme-judge court

held, therefore, that the corporal punishment that was imposed against the, Baker:

was not unconstitutional, was not in violation of the Eighth Amendment Which

prohibits cruel anctunusual punishment because_(1) Under the circumstances, the _ _

two whacks on the buttocksfdid not inflict any permanent injury, and
t

ment was not inflicted

The Court did, however, provide certaitprocedural aafeguarda,:whiCh must
,

be carried out in all North Carolina public schools before corporal punishment is

used as a formtof discipline. First of all, the Court sad thal, except for unusua

circumstances, or unusual conduct which shocks the conscience, .corporal pnnisfnnent
"

may be imposed as a first, line,of discipline;bef0re.po;PPr4,puniatiment ma#
s



3,
imposed, some other forM of discipline must be used on the.child. Secdndly, coyporal

punishment could only be administered by the principal of the school, or by a teacher;

in addition, whoever imposed the corporal punishment must impose it in the front of,

or in the presence of a witness; and the witness had to be either. a principal or a

teacher. At the tithe the corporal punishment is inflicted upon the child, the child

has to be advised as to the name of the witness and why the punishment is being

imposed. And, thirdly, if the parent so requests, the teacher or principal who

imposed the corporal punishment must inform the parent in writing of the name of the

individual who witnessed the punishment and why the punishment was imposed.
.

Obviously, Mrs. Baker and her son did not like the decision of the three7

judge Federal Court upholdingasically and generally, the right of public school

teachers to impose corporal punishment. Their appeal went to the Supreme Court

of the United States, and the Supreme Court responded in a summary fashion; they

did not allow oral argumentPpresulably because the facts of the'case, in the
0

opinion of the majority of the justices, did not warranf it. They iiimply took the

case up on briefs, and on October 20, 1975, they uphelethe three-judge decision.
A

To summarize, the law as it presently exists states: (1) Co punishment may

be imposed as a form of discipline in the public schools, but certain proce trill
I '

. s.

safeguards must be appliedthose previously mentioned; and (2) corporal punishment,

per se, cannot be cruel and, unusual punishment, simply because 'a child is spanked.

Let me make:one thing very clear. First of all; I am not a prpponemt of
\

abusing a child through any form of discipline, whether it be corporal punishment or

otherwise, and I don% believe anybody in North Carolina is either. We,_in_Noithf
Carolina,, have on the lawbOoks some very clear criinitil laws which inake it a

criminal offense for a teacher, when imposing corporal punishment, to do it malt-
\

e;



4\ . A . .
\ ,

ciously, and if the punishment is im/ ed maliciously, whether It be corporal or\ .,.
, ,. . fotherwise, the teacher can be held criminally responsible. .If permanent injury

Occurs, then again, in North Caroline?; the\teacher can be held both criminally and

civilly responsible. Finally, I wish to point out that in North Carolina at least; tend. . ,

lirn'tiot speaking for the other, states, we have never had a case where,a teacher' has

been held criminally bikivilly liable for imposing corporal punishnient on one of his

or hie. _students .

4 S

I.

.4
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USE OF CORPORAL PUNISHMENT IN THE NORTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SCHOOLSCAROLINA
..

. z

:Kenneth R.: Nfiwbbld, Ect-.D.*.

Laurinburg is t ty-miles' south of the Golf eap; world, Southern
APines, and shame on me I happen to mentfon. it on .-ch a heautt I day, as we

could be on a golf, course. I iepreserit over a million and a quart 4r 4, 250, 000. .

....
school-aged children, K through 12 in the public-ozboOls o North 1parolina, about

,, .

50,000 teachers; and 1.47 school systems. I'm delight to be he le speaking in.

favor of corporal punishment; The vast. majority of the parents I North Carotin
y ;,

and the vast Majority of teachers in North Carolina also favor thi position, so this\
problem is not a North Carolina, problem. It'tharpe a national p oblem; it may

be a problem. in your part ache c. ,.y but at least at thi'7 pOint! in time in Mirth-
,

'")
A-r / .,

.1 '
.-.4 ICarolina, there is overwhelming majority suppo rporal nishment in our.

state.
r .a 7.

1 ar-
f '.I was not abusepy thy parents and they used corporal punishnient. --kdo not. --.

. I - '1-7:>-<..
,

consider that I was abused by my teachers wholuted corporal punishment on me when
..

I

.4! was coming up through the pu blic schools.' I perceive that I.have a positive Self -cons-

and that I hare a pretty good attitude toward life. Thereforej, for'me to Opaie-this

topic today, with the use-of corpora punishment regarding the abuse Issue or toAise
. _

it for special education who are emotionally disturbed is to,take it out,of context_and
. -.,-.

confuse the issue. We're talking abouethe vast majority Of children wholespondto
a'

normal, typical discipline approaches that are used in a pubfic school. We're snot
, t"/.

Superintendent, Scbtland County Schools; North-titrolina.c-

ce
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speaking, or at 1641E31 I'm not speaking, about special educatio#or exceptional

children or these who are guilty of child abis &at home.

My remarks ,re based up in twenty years experience as a teacher, princi-
7

pal, assistant superintendent and superintendent. Corporal punishment is authorized
e , 03

in North Carolina, General Statute 115-146. This *ate Law states:
...

k- ,.
Principals, teachers, voluntary teachers, teacher aides and

assistants and student teachers in the public schools of this state
C 4 may use reasonable force in the exercise of awful authority to

restrain or correct pupils and maintain order,. No county or city
board of:education or district committee shalt promulgate or - ',

.. 0 continue in effect a rule, regulation; .or bylaw which prohibits the use ,

of such force s is specified in this section.rce
.. .."

\

1, support the retention of this State.Law as it has served as an effecti e

deterrent to pupil misconduct in North Cardlina public schodls.

I have used corporal punishment as a teacher and as an elementary

principal. It is, effective with those students who fail to respond to reprimands, to

extra work or detention after school. It is,not used with any large number of class-

room pupils in any classroom. Corporal punishment is most effective in grades

kindergarten through the sixth grade. After the sixt ade, in grades seven through

twelve, it does loselsome of its effectiveness, while suspension and dismissal are

more effective when ,all other approaches and methods to discipliae fail. in

complete agreemeht)wit the die process requirements handed down in the Baker vs.

Owen case in,the No h C rolina Middle District Federal 'Court, which our Deputy

Attorney General hasispoken. These due process requirements, very briefly,.

are as follows:. (1) student must be informed by the teacher that specific

misconduct or misbehEivior will result in a paddling (spanking). (2) The teat r

must use spanking only after-other less drastic deterreds have failed,

pupilMist paddled in the preserice of another teacher-or comparable witness, and



4

2

'7

(4) Parents may request a written report on the paddling incident,. Most North

Carolina public .school systems had already been using most of)these dueitocess
_. . /

requirements longong before this case was decided.
,-.

I am the first to admit timicorporal punishment/can fail with some pupils

and that it could be, psychologtcally harmful-to somstudents. However, in my

experience, I have never seen evidence of -any lasting psychological damage as a

result of the use of corporal punishment. If it is reasonable,and if the teacher does

not administer it in anger or in front of other pupils, it can be a very effective tool

.with most students . I regret seeing people put in jail or going to ptison. I.do-not

enjoy paddling my own children or seeing other children piddled. Yet, I cannot accept

the alternative, of a school classroom or a School where an adequate level of
r

discipline did not occur. Effective learning simply cannot take place where there is

no 'discipline.

In the last seven years,Th'e'national Gallup Poll has ranked discipline as,the

number one concern of parents in Arfierica in expressing their feelings about publiC

schools. And, I'quote front George Gallup's, latest poll referring to-a nationwide
,

survey to probe the attitudes toward public schools. Gallup said that the lack of
. ,.

discipline is thenumber one ctitidsm of public schools. .He noted that the permissive

era-was not, ushered in by the schools, 'but by the public; and that schools_are-a

victim of an overall lack of respect for rules And 'authority. The lack of disciplifie
,,,,

,

.i
is identified with some of education's foremostProblems: -Ctirne,~pirental eglect,

.

apathy toward s6tool activities, idleness and lower .acadeihic standards, the public
. _ ___. . .. « , ,

.

Opinion analyst pointed out. Surveys in North Carolina on a state level and on a
. . . ,

local level have validated the Gallup polls inihat4iiicipline is the number one concern
t

of patents and they want an-adeqUiit eveLof disciplihe in the classroom.

)
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We have excellent discipline in the school systems, of North Carolina, and
.

a-tribute a large part of this outstanding record and good discipline to otir'State Law
_

that allows us to use dOrporal punishment when all other disciplinary measures fail.

Surveys of teacher, attitudes in North Carolina repeatedly reveal that North Carolina

- teachers feel that our State Law is needed and that their morale would be 1ered

if thiS Stat Law was repealed . During the past seven years, North Carolina tits

'undergone all of the pressures and problems 'of desegregation, student unrest,

problems involving drug-abuse and alcohol abuse, permissive homes, broken homeS, .

ana homes where grandparenti have bvIen rearing the children while mother and

father were off living in another state, draiving welfare.

and I am proud-that North Carolina has come through this

We've hadall these problems,

diffdUlt period with an

outstanding performance. And, in my opinion, when the history book is written

about desegregation, the South is going to come out_snielling hie arose, and:the
ar,

hypocrisy of the North, the MicI=West,and the far West isgoingtolv show); for what

it was. The experts in the North wanted to come South ten years ago and tell us)

about alkthe ways to solve all of the desegregation and unrest problems in our
.

schools, and disdipline was part of that ,unrest. 'Bui no I notice that we are not
,

f
%

_ \
going to go North to tell them how to solve their. dese egation and student unrest

,

problems. We have solved our problems aid implemented desegregatiou, and I'm
--.) .

proud of it. - .
.

. :. . .
,

Teachers and principals in'North Carolina mist have effectiVe ways to 'deal

with pupfl misconduct. Teachers are not trained psychologist's or psychiatrists. or
tl

medical doctor*, pediatricians or anything,else. They, therefore, cannot effectively, 4
use discipline,IternatiVes such as behavior modification or "schools without failure"

therapy that would require a- level ofexpertise that is min. fonixj_in. nicilit teachers
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:
Yes, there are teachers wo,are experimenting with other alternatives. There

are teacher's who have heard of Glasser and they've heard all the otheiexperts.

Tiere are teachers who are well-trained in transactional analysis and who are,

9

experimenting with this and other appro es'. We are not a backward state. We

are, tryinfrto 'use modern, alteniative ways'of discipline. Yet our teachers-do' not
. ,

have, at this point in time, small classes of one to .five, Where individualized
%. . ...- ,

instruction, one hundred per cent of the time, can be provIded. Most of our teachers
... s E--

.

have.to be with 25 to 35 pupil 't hough we do haste a class size law that restricts
. <.. . .

, - .

the first three grades to 26, the 4th to 8th grades to 33, Wand no more than 35 in the

high school grades, 9th to 12th.

The point I am trying to 'make is that we are not talking here today about
.. 4. .

abuse, we are not talking about special education children, and we are not

tplking \abc3ut, in my opinio those exceptional cases where corporal. punishment has

been. isused. We are talking about, in my opinion, a very effective deterrent,to

use in mainta ing a reasonable Ievel of discipline in our schools. I aupport cOrporal,

punishment as a deterrent and feel that fo.take it away from the public schools in
1

*

North Carolina would lower the quality of our education and Ipwer the discipline

level in our school systems..

a

1

ij
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A PRACTICAL DEFENSE OF CORPORAL PUNISHMENT

Lansing Reinh?lz*

In the letter that Ralph Welsh sent-to me Say ing the format was going to lie

as it is today, he mentioned that we'should b!taking a frame' of reference and _a

position from our own professional bias; so Jou'll understand that rem speaking.as

schooLadministrator and as a parent. I'm not a psychiatrist.or a psychologist.

not a cdunselor or a lawyer. I am not anything except kpractitioner. I haVe to deal,...

.f.

in Burlington with 6, 000 children, 400 professfanal employe , approiirnately 12,000
. . .,.. 1

...

..
..

1,--.. .
. .

, Parents,, a school board of,-thirteen elected officials, a City Hill. that's a .DernOCra4c
: ,

administration and, by its very .tiat4, liberal. Tjierefore, nty intr.of vie*
. . ,

point of reference is -.that there is a practicakdefense citaprporal pun

An attorney by the name of Kelly Frells from,

The authority of a teacher to use copoial-puniehnient,as-a
_ r _

disciplinary technique ilvan- element of .commok_aw:. octrine
of Aoko pare " Under,the,..doctrine,_,--aiteaelie-ta
place of a parent a d has -ireaaOn
punishment to secu eracceptabrei,behaVior--; Stanch g- atoneas i
abstract concept unsuppOrted'1400, uitements=otseciiii
and maintaining educationat-eini#Onie
loses some of s NAOS lan'i;_,..J lit ---
relevancy is particularly Oident _,Ortt
the teacher sands_ do not Avant theitiC
While the concept, "in 100- parhtiti#2-:-
rejected -at- the University .and-40_11
administrators-of pnhliq-ac`
parenti$ to- theegtuidents
administrators stand-rip:Loeb-

.

doctrine's- loss= r
Aiit*"-,t' 10'

alt ea, punts he
*31404**4

_s.

egree "tank
itch= taschers: and

*Stiperintendent, .Burlin oar Vehno,
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to the maturity of the individual student and his ability to function
rindvependently, conditioned somewhat by his parents' expectations.

f these_ factors,\ together with the existence:of compulsory- education,
the.nature of public school cis s scheduling, the financing of schools.

-____shrough local property taxes, ad other environmental *Mors'
pecUllar-tothe_public school- setting Are .contisibutiOgjaCtors to
the existence of _"iilloco-parentis.

11

_

The necessity for the use of corporal punishment-;-on -the other handy, as a
.

_ , .. .- ,- .,, J.- :-'-`:;' .- i-,------": 7
. means of managing behavior in schools arises from two_pirticular, gibUrces: firsts,-___

that education is Compulsory. Children between the ages of she :and-sixteen, for the
'

most part in this courtly, must attend public schools unless otherWise excused
. , A _

o.

alier local'statuie or state statute. Secondly, there often no postive_role

institutions td which a child can turn 'to w'len he is
t ,

suspended fro-n s chool. The word,

suspension,suspension, in this instance, I hink, is a good word, touse to describe the State of,'
,

suspend
_ _, _

many of these youngsters , Where, it you suspend a 1341
.-

gciig to go if he is under sixteen years of age? . TO what.

turn for assistance, in obtains ng public education for that Child1_,_ Witkelkof Us:
. _ _-_

-__ =,_ - ,-_. ,-,-::z.---_ _-,:_i. ,,,,,..,_-,=---=
_. 4 J --T .--: -' i--",---------It-: _:-_-

recognizing that public education. )1s desirable... it is desirable forthildren_ to learn ',_

the basic skills which they'll negg.to support themeelves and be catributing members

of society, that basic knpwledge must come from _the ptiblic_schoOls_ in this= country.

There isn't any other source. Therefores if we suspend a,,chil(Afroin_ichooLes_ the

alternative, possibly, to corporal punishment, there in no placeto send him ex_

. to thegoir.*
In Burlin on, suspensions total about 100 _rciut;_otthessec

zi,

If they are under hey_ age of sixteeln, I can tell you yifteret4Otp:

back In they public_school eMenilcir..the most Part.
.

_-
School is a reform schobl for warva

f corporal uniShment,' If we haven't used the alternati
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1
..- 12'

student and sending him down the road not to return to the public institutions, 1
, ....

think we're beinifr derelict in our responsibilities as public school teachers End public
. 4

school administrators. Not having a place to send students when we suspend them

frOm school results in a great cost, not only to society, but to the individuals involved.
.

The difference betWeen what people refer to as abuse, the abuse of children,
gib

.and corporal punishment, is not the only distinguishing fac,or with regard to toughing
_ _ .

,

to
.

.t. , 1 . , ...
. , , ,

children or disciplining children invschool. Another term that is thrown about loosely

is ''physicalrestraint.t

. 1?-yre are qualifications that need a in place and used when corporal punish-
., *

Inept is used, so that it is beneficial and is not a destructive tool. __Punishment should
. .4

not physically harm a child. I'in not talking about abus-ing a chld. I'm not talking
..

,_ .- ,... --- ,,
1 ...0

about leaving marks on a child; and, in fact, if tixtt occurs, if 4rce beyond that Which

is i!easonableresults in physical harm to aochild, then by all means, and I don't think
N-you'll find anieducator in the country that will say that the person wholtflicted that

harm should not be tried for criminal assault. \I think every educator that believes. in
. .

corporal punishment as an alternative means of disciplining, believes that there
,

ouglAt to be a reasonableness about it, and we're not talking about,abuse. Those people

who are advocating the abolition of corporal punishOnt consistently put the term

"abuse" right out in front where the public sees it as 'being the extreme rather_than the

norn\r1 fashion of using corporal punishment.

Corporal punishment should not be app ,ed ith malice. Again, we're-talking

about a reasonablene in using a means of discipline on a student in the public school.

The grievant, in myf opinion, should not do the punishing. The grieviknt, usually, in

the school, is the teacher. As a parent, I don't believe that parents should inflict . ;.t

forporal punishment, spanktheir child or shake their child, at thitime that,they

are "grieved" (by the cnild'iii the act that tie child_committed) because the 'Parent
,

20:
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is angry. And, en the parent is angry, he/she is not going tobe reasonable, and

he/slae is not goin to, under normal circumstance, inflict the kind of punishment

he/she would inflict, if he/she took five minutes a d calmed down and assessed the

situation to determin whether, in fact, What the child tad done was worthy of Such a
.

stringent method of diScipline such as using corporal punishment
2. A \

, .
. , ' Z:p

,.-- - The same thing\should be true of a teacher. If a teacher is the grieved :
\ x

party, then tha teacher should not be the person to inflict corporal punishment. It's not . !

even necessary to say,, but I will because the people advocating tr4, abolition of corporal'
,

, .

punishment fail to recognize it, that rarely is corporal p,unishm'ent ever used Eq the first
, . . . - .

means of punishment in the school, as the first means of disciplining in the school. '

I've 1-.)een in public education for th wirteen years, and I've never se never, singular,
_

.
not one time, a teacher or an adininistrator or a non-professional employee of the school.

diirict"hit a kid the first time that kid does something he/she is not supposed to do in
.. ..... , .

school. I'm not saying there aren't irs!tances of that. I do know of football coaches
.

Athat have used forearm blows to a player who doesn't do whatkes supposed to-dO an %I

i 4'

think that is abuse. That's not corPorarp:Unishment. However, corporal punishment. is -

not-the first means of punishment in a.school.. '

COrporal punishment should, in most cases, be the last resort after-allmeans4

appropriatea have been evaltiated and used, if appropriate. It should be used when all

other alternative forms-of punishrheitit have beentled and have failed. A child should

know beforehand why lie/stie is being punished and vAt he/she is being punished for.

If a professional other than the grievant deems hat it is a Meaningful decision, the
,

,. . "-student rece Ving the punishment might be given the choice of corporal punishment or - -. . . .... .

suspensioniI in fact, we rely stihe'aiily on the dependence..-.inclependence, rather, ..''

of students today, if'we think they are, in fact, capable of making all of those decis, bia
. -.,

--,---_- . ..

that some of the people in this ,cpuntry, would like to kave students making for themseNis

1
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today, then maybe we should givkthem tt,decision; Do you Wish to receive corporal
'(,

,,, , k, ., :' i ,,3

/punishment, or do you wish to be thrown out of school? Those are the last two tlerna- -

t etk..

7 .. ._.--) . ._ -
.. 4

. x. 4 ,

Alves we've got.- Which one dolou want? ,I can tell you that I've used that., In the thirteen
. -,. .

years that I have been a school administrator and school teacher, I can reca ll'and
A. .

.

.document at =least 200instanees of corporal punishment. :,-.7hat's not all whackingt. . -:--
,. .

That's not J1 -wing paddles.. But, if you shake a student; if ydu grab a student; if
- ,/

you wash a student's mouth out with soap, that's corporal punishment, if.a teacher
0 -

. - , / . '. . / .. ,

grabs a pupil by the ear to make him/her do something, that's corporal punishment.
.. - t i

We're not talking about those things limited/to spanking. In all of thoei4 instances

where I've paddled/children, asa,bigh abhool prir4ipal, I've- never once failed.to offer
-/ ,

the child-the alternative of being suspended froni school, 'pert/rein*. We're not talkin
,

about a-threetday suspension or a ten-day suspension. And-never once has that .inde-
-

pendent- thinking child chosen to be stispended from school because he/she wants an
0- .

education. He/she wants to be some Place' where people care what in the hell.,happens to

him/her. And, in most of, those instances, they choose the corporal punishment because,

they know that we do care; and in minyof those instances they come from homes where

the parents don't care.

A child should not be restrained in order to receive corporal punishment,.
Yr then get into a situation, if you use restraint, where a childicari get injured.

1- .
The use of corporal punishment should no evolve, needless to day, trial,

sexual, social or economic, diserimination. the argu ent that "that's the only language
s,

_

that theyunderstand" or th0-"the child wits always beaten at_ home" is circular. If
-

beating worked, then the nt wouldn't be in trouble. A pampered chid froinini

. affli-iAnt home would be more likely*aperson to *nefit.froni__a"slap on theass."-
Corporal punistun shoUltli)e-Used no-more tEan once With a child:in appartiCuittV

A

school. If the ocCasion,aris a whprethe c_ orpcSral.punish*ent alternative isconarder

4. a
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. and it's already been tried, chances are it's not go gfio be succersful and, in my
vP.

_

experience, we've ney'er found it necessary to use it\\more than obese orrthe same 9hild.
_ _

? \ 4.,

With the 'above qualifitations, I feel that co
r
oral punishment is a necessary

.,,

stop
-tool for educators. We should t getting hysterical t the stimulus and concen-

trate on the,needs of the individual and the organization sing that and thousinds
--- ,

of other individuals. The alternatives' corporal punis rnent.are usually less-
N..

attractive and, in my opinion, a heck of a tot leis effec ti, e.. I'nfraore concerned
...,

about the-continuous pain caused by boredom, fear, and a iet among students; the

things that they face, more than a single occurr nce of po oral punishfiienc, In
,. s,

( .

addition, my concern rests with the right of all stuOents to receive -an education

uninterrupted by a single, individual, disruptiyestudent.

I'd like to take just a ttkmute tolell you what happen that-Dr. Welsh
1 4

referred to. I was invited to be on-the "Gobd Morning, America" show as, an-4 --
advocate of corporal punishment because the State of Vermont State Board of

Education on three occasions submitted legislation_ far the abolis meet or repeal of the

Statute #1161 of Title 16 that allows corporal punishment in thest

Three times, the relatively conservative Legislature turned down hat le
=-

and failed to abolish corporal punishrrient. Subsequently, the State Ooarci.
= 1-

appropriate to regulate corporal punishment, i.e.., abolish corporalpunieliinent
_

ofsetting up a series of regulat v--ions for reporting instances corporal'
.. _.

. 0 , ., __

whiqh in itself is not-B04 ad. If we ere to report it tothe,stattfoi a ,statistiCa

reasonable number of times and w good reason for establidhin some data

no one had a complaint. What they,fittached to it was

13uniShment and killed to report, the teacher could iOse his/her:teaPhi

administrator responsible in the school could loge_hi* er teaching liP'ense,

superintendent could lose his/her :Youkrio,vwhere-thaw,
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National teachers Association, Opposes corporal punishment.

Vermont Teachers Association, oppOses corporal punishment.

V. E.A., -the
. -
The13urlington°

I.

Education AssoCiation, as an association, opposes corporal punishment .

1

Unfoftunacely, to, say, after I got back from Nevi York and "Good Morning,

America, my Board abolished corporal punishment, on a seven tO six vote: On a

seven to six vote, the Boardabolishd corpoia1 Punishment. \TheBurlington alucation

Association stood up and applauded. However,. I have 401 professional staff einp Ye

Ninety percent of those professional employees insist that this means discipline is.

necessary, if teachers and administrators are to effectively'deal with..some of tOday's
; ..... ,

students. The deterrent factor of corp9ril pdniihment is inescapable. 1975-76 saw ._- .

46 instances of corporal linishtnent reported to the state from the city of .
Burlington.

, .

_

Eight received some form of corporal punishment, and the_rest boys. INlat..a* .

single parent in Burlington has ever gone to court and, to my knowledge, all of
.

cases that have gore to- court in the state of Vermont on _Cbtiminal assault havebeen!

' determined in favor of the teacher. And so, while all athat was happening. in Bur-
-_ -

lingtoh and corporal punishment has been abolished, I work for the )3oard, therefore,.

I'm not diatrright.that ithas been abolished. I'll work to get it reinstated ,because we

hdve found that the problems that arise simply from the fact that youcan't do it, and
\-

9

V - ( ,

tudents now know hat you can't use tfutt, is not making O-r school system abetter
.

system.4 ..1 .

)
i ...
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CHILD ABUSE:IN THE NAME OF DISCIPLINE

Vincent J. Fontana,, M.D., F.-A.A.F.*

.
Violence breeds violence. Are we going to alloW'our children to be

taught to abuse their own children? A recent United SiatesSuPreme Court ruling
.

allows a teacher to inflict physical discipline or "whip" a ciiiidls long as that
i

.f.,.. .p...--- .,.,

..,-

teacher has another teacher with him or her as a witness. friquy opirdon,:therf,t ie ,--,
,...

...,

absolutely no reason why any.school teacher should be allowed to?'yhiri any child in
. \ ''''-'-

.., the'name of discipline. ..,-
.
.

1
s, _,-_, -

Dr. David Gil, a sociologist, in 1969,_ wrote in the American Education',
.../ J1 .

. .

magazine: -
,- -,7---.,

A teacher who uses physicallorce-against athildteaChes ---_-_-__ --__,- ,,-_---_-:::: ---41-.,--f-----

that child and all the :children in the-ClasEFOOm----that:phySidia-force-sik .- --_--y -,,

an appropriate means for human interaction. -As--stich;childieri igrow_-_-_ -.--

into child-abusing parents, they are practicing- whitthey*eirelaugot
in school. Education has developed constructive approachif_to-,:z=i--;--;_::,.-_-_---
motivate childrerr to create challenging, learning milieu- and -toi_al_iiiurle--'
the necessary discipline in the clasritoorft and needs -:ti0Jonger-t-ci-;_ .--;;-=-_ ------_-_,7,_-:--i:?:7,--Z,_

regress to the destructive approach which issyiabolized by,-,--.corporal_i
punishment.--- , :,,.- --;---_-; _ .

___ __.. _,__

There is no driubt that child!ten become what parents make them ar children _-_--
*

can and often dctbec.ome what they are tau*. There is__no douthat:COrpOrali__

.

*Medical Jbrector and PediatricianOn-Chief, New YorkFàundling
Hospital Center for Parent and-Child Developme

<2

Chairman of the Mayor's Task', Force on -Child Abuse and4eglect of the
City of New York: -

Professor of Clinical Pediatrics, New York priOeiiiitt',Cciiie of Medicine.

A
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punishment is a form of child abuse that will certainly, manifest itself in later years

and is likely to have some undesirable side effects on the abused child and on

society as well-. We hive shown our concern for the
-t

and statistics indicate that the incidence is Certainly

abused child in-the last decade

one for concern. There are

tortured and battered children estimated in this country to be, over one million
,...,.,

annually. ' Nevertheless, there 'ate some who will endorse corporal punishment, a-. a,
. _

form of child abuse, as a means of discipline. Most psychologists now seem/d,

agree that this type,of disciriline and other physical punishments teach children to
. ,

, .-,' :\ ,

be violent and:cause the,psychological_damage which allowsAhem to view the world

as a cold and hostile place with whiCh they must deal with anger* and violence.,
-f

f, If there is_ to be,a pattetn ofshild rearing in'our culture anti there is,- it

has_its 'roots in o r concept of children's right's. It Can't ,,be. denied that wedo
4

slap and Whip, and strike out at our children in the name of discipline,--whether it
*

be inthe'hdme, in the school, or in an .institution. This striking out at our children

is really through irritation rather than.in the name, of discipline. There isn't any,
F

doubt* in my. mind that,our casual acceptance of itiolencecoupled with the concept of

parental or public omnipotence; is responsible for the prevalence of corporal
4

punishment "and'for some child abuse.' The rigidly, authoritarian figure who feels

Justified`-in demanding an exacting absolute submission fora child and in whipping,
,

or beating him until he gets, it,. may be one abusiie individual whose, actions relate

to our child-rearing philosophy. Yet it has distorted the normal concepts of

discipline and Punishment-for his own less than normal reasons. The-parent or
,

teacher who torments and beats a childin the name of punishment for a minor or
. .

non-existent, or irrelevant transgresSion is rot, by any stretch of the imagination,

punishing a crime. His .action is often calculated cruelty, is .cotnpletefy unrelat



A

to discipline, ail is rooted in his own pertTersefascination with the act of abuse._

In other Words, hia.enjoys what he ins doing:
-t

The Went or teacher or caretaker who succumbs to a momentary fit of

rage arid lashes out at the child in an uncontrollable and hurtful outburst of '
.

hostility ieneither,diseiplining or punishing die child. He knows very well whatever
414.

havemight say that he has been overNhelmeny anger, impulses chat have nothing

to do with correcting the child's wroneful add° s. This 'parent or teacher is an1

uncomfortably familiar person.' He comes clos to being-any individual who hap

lost control and is involved in a temper tantrum. Many parents and teachers coral

very close to locking control. However; they don't whip out, slap `out, act out'or use

violence inflicting physical abuse. Some, however, will slap out 10,anger, ell,
, ri

shove, and on occasion, hit a little-too hard and then take a deep breath 'checking

their impulses and perhaps stop before going too far.

There is, I believe, a fairly clear cut'difference between what is'dIsk ipline

and what is abuse. The individual who disciplines has in mind the welfare and cl hest

interest and safay of the child. The one who abuses is indulging himself. Ther

also a cut-off point, if not precisely defined, between the exasperation of the nOrina

parent or teacher who_ occasionally feels himself lettirig go and then puts on he

brakes, and the unguarded, rage of the abusing parent'or teacher. That point is, the

imposition of covarol, the of itOppingbefore the hostile emdiongets out Of hand.

Therai'cre, while there is in our culture a relationship between our _child

rearing beliefs and the 'acts of violence against children, it is extremely, difficuh

zo accept the possible implication that the deliberate and aometimes,ingenious
. ----,7"----z--:._

torture inflicted, by ma r abusing child care individuals is a natural Otension qz:-
,' ,_

the bottom-slapping disciplinary practices of non-abusing parents,, %rents` and teachers
s- -
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who questfon themselves in their attitudes, aware about their flashes' of anger,4.twho

do not,, lame their children for their own abuse, who are Concerned, abOut their

disciplinary-modes and motivations, who wonder lf their instinct td retaliate is

normal, who pull themselves short and count to te\n before walloping and then
/ , ' 1

4. \

restrain themselves, instead, ,are not the abusers. \.
,

The promoterspromoters of corporal punishment cannot be simply traced to the

needs for discipline or teaching the child or to cruelty or to sadistic tendencies

or to rage or to mistaken concdpts of disciplineor to a child rearing philosophy or

to the presence of violence in our society. I believe they ark rooted in the

sociological, psychological, and even biolOgicai characteristics of the offenders.

Comment by Margaret Fallon who read Doctor Fontana's paper/in:his absence:

It has given me great pleasure to come here today and to meet with all of

you, and to have had this opportunity to read this paper, because I firmly believe

y y

that there is no one' in this country who has done more to fight' the, abuse ild'n glect

of our nation's children than Vincent Fcatana. He had given so much of his time

and so much of his efforts to this .

In addition to reading his paper, I-should like to. make a few co.mthents,
.

because I have come here today as an Assistant Director of Guidance of the Board

of_Education of New York City, as a former teachoejik as a former -guidance counsels*,

as a former assistant principal in a junior high school, and as acting principal in an

elementary school. So, I.have worked for many years with large numbers of

children who presTnt many probL'ms. What most distressed me.atkithis panel today,

and it did distress me Defole,Lwas-coming was,l,was,,woildering, where ls there a

child who hay been beaten? I think it would have been nice to have heard fromka child.
28
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I also am concerned' about the role of the teachers. You know, corporal

punishment in schools depends a great deal upon the climate of the school. The

climate of the school is set by the.attitude of the teacheewitich, in turn; might be

set by the attitude of the principal or the administrators. There is a pecking'order,
.

and it can be created by the attitude of the superintendent, and I am`sorry to say,
e; -his attitude is often set by the community when the budget is prepared. Unfortunately,

it is less expensive to use corporal punishment than to pay

necessary. I think that those of you who are psychologists

for the services that are
'-

know, as well as I do,

that there's a need for expensive services for children; and:when the money isn't

there, these heeded services are the first things we see go-.

A teacher. who hits or punishes is a teacher who needs help. That teachef.
nay need help because he or she,has too large a class. Maybe he or she doeini"

ktiow haw to teach. Maybe this person is inexperienced. Maybe, right now; there's

something wrong outside or wrong at home, and this teacher needs a lift. Perhap
.

these are sorrkOf the things that we should start to think about before. we.decidea)
3).We have in New Yak City some very, very firm rules in regard to pupil

discipline and behavior.. We do not use corporal punishment, and our system works

by a matter of cirtculars. We have one interesting circular dated June 13, 1974,

. Special Circular #119, on' pupil behavior and discipline. This circular had always,

iteen a school board rule. Unfortunately, there was a community schooliiiitrictin-

the Bronxb and you must have read abouv: it in the New York Tine s, 'where the
,

children being beaten. I'm happy to say that it, was bne,of our_guldanc9.

counselors who took 'the action to see that this was brought to the attention, of the

proper authorities, and that something, was finally warted out.
,

We have many alternative's other than suspension. fie hav,e classed-Tor
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emotionally handicapped -children within the regular schools. We have schools for

the socially maladjusted and emotionally disturbed Children, and I think that

Dr.' Foster, who is here, has worked in one of them both as Ee teacher and as an

assistant principal. We also have alternative schools for children, and whezi these
. .

things and counseling fail, we do suspend: Our suspense regulations are extremely

firm, and if you read the New York Times today,, you will see that they are spelled

out quite -_learly. We also have,a circular of June 24, 1970,.whicti limits the

time of suspense. The child ay be suspended for two days only, after which he

Must be,allowed to return.
-----,

'-. 0 .
. , . q, .

j think, really, what I'm saying here was rather well represented by a poster I, t

saw on the wall at the American Humane Society, in an animal hospital last June;
,

Itit showed a little girl holding a kitten, and it said, "Be kind to children and to

animals. They have no voice, and they have no choice."

4
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'CORPORAL PUNISHMENT IN THE SCHOQLS

David B. ,Friedman, M.D.* :"

,

.,t

Children and their parents progress; social and emotional develop-
(

mental stages in relation to each other.
O

these stages, become developmental tasks

For school-aged children and their teachers,

which they must accomplish to_assure

optimal cognitive development. Discipline is scary for the accomplishment of
.== =

these tasks. Discipline isalso Impaitant for the sal k and Physical weil=being of

`and cognitive development.

synonymous.. Some parents-lin

the child as well as for his or her social, emOtiona

However, discipline and punishment are n

teachers who are strict disciplinahana Beldam resort to punishment.. Some piinitive

parents and teachers are poor disciplinarians. The aim of discipline l!to provide

selfchild with outside control until he or she can develop' the' or self contro..
,

1)-estaary to pnction,as a mature adult. Punishthent is what adults resort.to when

discipline fails. The former head master ,of a well-known Eastern reparatoiy,schcio

commented to me recently, 'When you resort, to corporal punishment

battle, but you lose the wart" I am definingcorporal punish

of physical force suclfas 09pulsivellhaking, hitting, choklag, ,awattin

ent as' the, aeliberateti

caning,- or paddling.
,
I am not talking about bare-handed sliai on the clothed bUtt

of a preschool child althcmiglv even this,: uncontrolledma

*Professor of-Pediatrics,_ University of SoutOrn-California,

Director of -Farailyand Child DevelopmeOV
Univertityof Southern California:Medics

-CODirecto_r_-,
_

ipetrf tatipn'

.'hoot of_ Medicii
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There are 'five major developmental tasks of school- aged -children and their .

teachers. Corporal punishment inhibits the accomplishment of each of these= tasks.

By school age, the child should have developed what Erikson callsbasic trust.-
)

-The parallel developmental task of the teacher is to learn the cues; that is, to learn
-;

how to interpret the needs. of each of his her pupils. Corporal punishment erodes

the youngster's basic trust, stimulates mistrust, anger, and resentment. The child

learifs tilt the adult world not only will not protect him from assault an, t,a4ry, but

also will sometimes be a party to it. Corporal.,punishment undermines the tetcher's`

ability to interpret' a pupil's basic needs and to provide an environment ofmutua

conducive to' learning.

By school age the child should also have developed a feeling of autonom

"I-ness." The teacher, therefore, has the task of accepting growth and development

and learning to delegate some control to the students. Teachers must accept some,

loss of control w:.1le maintaining necessary limits. Again, corporal punishment slo

the development of ?thild's feeling of autononty and produces isoiffe degree-of shatite"an

doubt-. The child's teacher fails in this develo Mental task, showing, at least in this-r
one interaction, an inability to accept any losa Of,control.

I
By school age most children hfire achieved some - degree of what Erikson-calis:

initia..ive, that is to be able to move out in the world find appropriately assert himself
3 .

1 Cr'

or herself. ,Anothez developthental task of teachersJs to parate themselves from the

pupils and to allow the children to develop independently While_the teacher 'Models,
; i _ , _,__-

optimal behaviaral standards.
.. --.

Corp o t a l_pu ni shMent is demeaningi, Anhibita_ lnit iati ve_:-

and stimulates in many childretithe developmentHofitelIngs of shame,. guilt,_ anger,

and theWIWI to retaliate. The teachershows his or ,lier inability to,accept.,independen

development and'nfodels the. big and.Eitrong.controllinglheimall,and weak by -force



rather than a mutu.al respect relationship, Ralph WpIsh, Adel. Maurer, and others are
.

---....

uncovering data which show a direct_ relatio-uship severe corporal ptinisb,Merr$
c , , 1

in early childhood and delinquenCy later in the life cycles. In these situations the
,

child's initiative appears to be misdirected by the lifeetyle moil by important adults,

The school-age child must learn to learn and tO develop induatryfOttt et

O

ability to learn, work, and accomplish. His or,acher, has the task:of acceptin
,.

needed
-

some degree of rejection and logs of control yet maeiging to be-there When
,

needed
. . ,

.
.

without intrudingunnecessarily. Corporal punishment interferes_ with theSe processes.

by producing in the child some, feeling of Infeifority, helplessness, and inability to
,

accomplish while thrusting the teacher into the role of intruder rathei4 than learnin

facilitator or teacher.

The ichool-age child explorefi roles and

develop his or her own identity, that, is, who he or she

teacher, therefore, must adjust to changing classroom

interactions . Once again, corporal punishment interferes. The!youn

onships and stilt

is in relation to others .

rotes, relationships

himself or herself in relation to4he authority figure adminiateiing the cor
, _

1" punishment, in a ;umber of ways depending on other life `experiences.

child's own identity becomes diffused and the Message "thi ht ma

teacher loses some flexibility in' inter-relating wi
-

Ifthe twit:Victual:a

class. The teacher also loses the, ability to develop and to

alternative coping and controlling mechanisms

mutual respeict. irt

:What are some of these coping and controllin

establishing discipline and avOielingINnishment? LL`G

.activities, providing face-saving outlets, sitting up-c

tnechanisfnS-_r 04101ques

AlOrefil, suggesting sins

dative -act
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sensitiirecto a child's needs, (ralues; and feelings all come under this heading. An

\Rtropriate system of emotional and materiai _rewardsineed nor have the_ connotation

of a bribe if based on the child's m460_ values, and feelings, and if airried_at

But evekirider the*ideal conditions puniShment f is sometimed necessary and-1

stimulating effects. Children, have differeiit_tecnpt laments and respond differently4oi

&pet tations, 'Matter how-cliiir and to limits, no matter hOw apprOpritite._

and may have to resort to punishment riforeoften.with one ehild than_mith-othert.

Isolation, deprivation of privileges, appropriate physic it restrai itatiort,of_

desirable activities may be effective especially mutually.agreed to aid plirined:_b

teacher and. pupil. Dr. Faker discusses alternatives excellent,book

4 n: ,;_-,

Y
relationship--(1) Friends, (2 ,Rejection and chaos; (3) Discipline, (4) humanization. ....-- . ,

Teachers need, support and consultation imp their a ministrators :antl_tidho

consultative services -ueducational, health,and Jnental health if.theyereta.acco npiis
, 4, . -_.--,_ ___,

the developmental tasks I have outlined and progress through the sta esiouttin

Dr. Ft)3ter. A brief teacher - principal conferenceor teacher-in tal.healthCounde

much more productive. Many teachers tire able to

circitmstances without the use of corporal punishtrtent,an

thisloal 'given approririetesuppOrt.

Teachers must develop realistic
-

of individual and'cukurat differences int

videroyou.MI.10.10...
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expectations of some administrators 4 To accomplish allthis most teachers need

educational and mental health consultation as well as back-up from their principals,

and other, administrators Wipout this consultation and back-up support, many teachers:,
A

will find physical punishinent the most expedient alternative and,dierefore,Aillrfail to

accomplish their educational and developmental tasks. -
-Punishing a child may provide some reliefrof tension for some teachers and

administrato5rs, but there are more appropriate ways of providing relief. The very adult

who uses this outlet May be the adult who was treated this way as a child,and sees

violence as the only alternative. is very clear fro' in:the literature.and in My

experience that many battering and abusing parents were themselves abused,as childre

In addition to interfering with the developnientaltasks of bcth tOacher arid

pupil, corporal punishment may be physically hdrMful to the child. There are Cnuftlb r
of recorded incidents of severe tissue damage, CNS hemorrhage; lower spine injuries,

sciztic nerve damage, and even blood clots duo to.paddlng. ?Recent evidence leads to

the stispiciort of poisible whiplash injury especially in youngft children. Other types

of corporal.punishmets such as strapping alsd hate the potential for physical-hat-Ty .

Ms. Adah Maurer kindly has ,given permission to quote from her forth-comin

book'.

In swqrn testimony for the prosecution in a trial of aleacher accus editi
using excessive kwc: and bizarre punishments, Dr.
San Francisco gave deposition:

From the medical point of view,-_corporal*punishment, unless
... .,

* very,strictly controlled; always involvestheilakiif bodily':-,_
damage _Which at -times:ini ghil be seVere.,-:-Thia! IS-Itartictibitt ly-
t he, case_ when_ punishment is- befit licitiiinisttkedlkifi heat --,-
of anger--when the persot,aaminiaterint the)OiShnient _'.

... mere force than h intended. _

may not be fully- of hisAerngtiona-antl:niight-iipply-

1 rd _,
_._,

.
e-. --

-; * - kIn mrppinion any----kindlotblow,:on-the,44d-MUstbe-abs- olutely 1,

,, banned. Any bld*to the,nead--Wh r-deliver'
, , ,, _ _-,

st;
_ I , -

ti

open hand,- book, or tha. ults in
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i buttocks have been'knOvinto-causelitokenlbt V_esseta,

a
/ massive fat emboli-!-and-sciaticnery tnage_ t:"-i-s._ ..:_---_-... . _

ggnerallythoughtio_he the safest A_ because Oittill-!ii":-;_-=-----_-

organs are located:there-Thia-'. of coUrse, presupposes
that the skin is not broken and-t1,1afithe_gaiiitalik:arets,

. protected.. .-...

1

/
2

V
.

8, r,
..

/ .. . ..-

wall-can result in the production of either an epidural `,.

or subdural hemorrhange. . .

Similarly,: choking should: have ,nel place in the ,metods 'of
punishment used. -Choking _cane'result in a decree of _,---

simply of oxygen to the-ibraiii,-,pr might even:Oscar-in
vomiting an aspiration of vomited contents ,intothe

. ,

lungs'. _-:- , -- ,.-- .
' -9 . .s_.,

Blows about the chest;-OyeithegenitaiWititd--kidney
areas -Might-Also vrodUce_Ainexpected-And seriOtia_ physical
difficulties'. .-

, .,

_

Punishment :WhiCh---iii-capable of produ-Oing_s_Uch--injiiry-
should simply no Although blows_71_tipon.the__

,

Dr. Frederick L. Goodwin, an orthopedic surgeon of Portland, Oregon
asked to review and give an -opinion-on4i school-paddletharnettSitt
33" including a 17" handle. The base Was-_-1Q=3/4"__atOrosii_*id
thick, weighing 4' lbs. It had 26. holes each-the7atiell-ot
through th tie refers- to it as_ a "so=called---iiedie-;-_irMie7:--filythe,,::=
category of a club or a seini-brutatWeapon-. Hi statement in part:. .

From an orthopedic standpoiritthia-would-z-bieoniiidor
very dangerous- weap4.-_=._.Therel_are-froultiple:_relsook-___ fi
this. The length of the----paddle_=_Wdokt,: give -_4esticwoitio

= 'that the impact on ttC buttocks of çcould
it could give him sevicral of theloitowi could causc
a subduratchematoina_

--

cause particular Memo thateE(*the!hiat*! from tne same t
traumaticlar-, -as-welt. s :subaraóhnotd hemorrhages.
in reference tothei-gluteak-rnusclek:Ofj.the-..::,:buttOO
do coniiderattle.--damagetlitheie---an-44"cflti*':indi
of the-pelgia. sharply, at
was turned,alightly:opticin

the. could knock

right place, It could caule a-.fractur
of the bones of the,peivisCand/or ',
happened to hit:40-;thej

femur.
'0017-_!'--

clarna_ge.tothe stiatic=nerit

grown
adult,tifrnY'ititze",'±-SOrneth411(-1115e=_ 200 lbe off his feet-and-
the-damage cou Apte:-4::;;)*'_:t
hisleetth_the_ flO sbetito7-**
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The above considerations and Opinions are:iven at this . '

time on the basis of (1) as_ a humanteingwith,corisideration
for other human beings, (2) alscuas a father iniconsitlez'atiOnr,--
of children and (3)- as auofessionit orthopediSkin consideration
of true-mediCal injuries Which-could iresulfirini t*the-us of
such an instrument.'

and
..

Just as the reported incidence of child abuse varies with puhlic and professiona

awareness, so I believe
. , ,

in
p
. :e-.r-.'a sel. 1pu bli c and profes siona awareness of I. nju- ri.es due

to corporal' punishment Will denonstrite an increa number of reports ,of 'injuriat
s'- -' -- 1 /- -,--

due to school paddling dnditerforms of corporal PunishMent.',

Child abuse has been defined as any interactionof lack of interaction between

acaregiver and a child resulting in non-accidental harm to the child's phy cal or

develOpmental State. Paddling and other forms of corporal punishment may cause

tissue damage and I believe that any punishMent which causes such damigep

falls in the category of child abUse.

Corporal punishment is e teacher-child interaction' harmful to children.

Corpotal punishment inhibits le rning, interferes with the accoMplishment ofeac.h

d'the important developmental tasks of children and their teachers, and has the

potential for physical harm to the child. Corporal ,punishment -Should be consider

a child abuse and prohibited in all our schoo18.

)..
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APPENDIX: FIVE DEVELOPMENTAL TASKS AND THE EFFECTS OF CORPORAL
PUNISHMENT ON THOSE TASKS.

Developmental Task #1:

Teacher: Learn the cues.

Task: To interpret the needs of his or her pupils.

Child: Develop bdsic.trust (Erikson).

Task : To learn-Who and what to trust in his or .her environment.

Effects of Corporal Punishment"- Developmental Task #1:

On Teacher: Undermines ability td interpret needi of pupils.

On Child: Erodes basic trust and stimulates mistrust; anger, and resentment 7

.

'Developmental Task #2:.

Teacher: Accept growth and development.

Task: To delegate some control to pupils while maintaintig necessarylimits.

Child: Develop autonomy (Erikson).

Task: To develop _a healthy feeling of "I-ness."

Effects ofCorporal Punishment - Developmental Task #2:

On Teacher: Interfereg with acceptance of some loss of control.

A

4

On Child: Slows the development of feeling of autonomy and produces shame and doubt.

Developmental Task..#3:

Teacher: Learn to separate.

Task: To allow independent development while modeling optimal behavioral standards.

Child: Develop initiative (Erikson).

Task: To move out into the world and appropriately assert hi self,or herself:

39
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Effects of Corporal Punishment - Developmental Task #3:

32

On Teacher: Weakens ability to allow independent development and to model optimal

behavior.

On*Chi.1* 'Inhibite initiative and stimulates feelings of shame, guilt, anger,

retaliate.

Developmental Task #4:

Teacher: Learn to accept reject ion and further loss of control.

Task: To be there when needed without intruding necessarily.

Child: Dive lop industoky (Erikson).

Task: To learn to learn, work, and accomplish.
11

Effects Of Corporal Punishment - Developmental,Task #44

On Teacher: Interferes with rule as facilitator which requires acceptance of further

losb of control.

'On Child: Slows learning and produces feelings of inferiority, helplessness, and

inability to accomplish.

Developmental Task #5:
a

Teacther: Develop teachingand coping style..

Task: To mainteli ability to 'nteract with and cope with pupils by adjusting.to classroom

. roles and relationships

Child: Develop identity (Erikson).
1

Task: To explore roles and relatonshipg and learn who he-or she is in relation

to others.
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Effects of Corporal Punishment - Developmental Task #5:

On Teacher: Limits ability to develop' and to model a variety of coping mechanisms.

i

On Child: Slows self- ition and produces role diffusion and resentment of(authozity.
, C

.- .

I

,
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CORPORAL PUNISHMENT III HE SCHOOLS: THE ALTERNATIVES

Herbert L. Foste5; Ed.D.*

.Beforfl retiring to the University of Buffalo ten years ago, I was a

New Y rk City 7,,acher and inistrator for seventeen years. Sixteen Of the years

were in khe special "600 schools for socially maladjusted and emotiimaili
Abk, a

disturbed youngsters, most of whom were , I 'wad like9 tell you about som-

q the expe\riences there and eiliNthere.

Firt though, I want to describe my first day of teaching in the-New

York City pubfic schoole. I had been assigned to Haarer High School where.they

made the move,\,"Upthe Down Staircase," and It..d just gotten out at cc.tilege.

I had completed college in three years to make up for the time I had been-

in the Army.' I first\erzeted Haaren High SchoOl on ThutsdaY afternoon, and- spoke

with the department C\airman. He took me into a room that had tWo big doors, large

tables, and told-me to e\cpeat 40-45 students th&next day. ,My assignment was to

teach mechanical drawing` TO blueprint- reading:

When we inthe room, I saw large tables, T-sqnaresi and drawing

boards lying about the room, and I wanted to organize things a bit and put themon

the side, but the chairman said, v0h, leave them there. Just _tell the childienpot to

e toucL them until you give,the word. Now remember, these were-sixteen, seventeen,

and eighteen year old Youngsters I wo Id be facing the following day.
.

*Professcr of Eddcation at thelSiate UniVeraity of Nev.; York _it Buffalo,
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As we were walking out, he said to me, "By the way, don't push these kids
.

,,-

too mucti. Just take it easy. They're not too bright and they're not too sharp." -
.

. . ,
... -

'---', I now understand this kind of thinking to be racism, wtie' n we don't Nell,.
.

minority youngsters to accomplish woric. When we talk about corporal punishment,

we are talking about racist prabtices, and we are really talking about the special, child._'. . _ ... -.- ._ -- _ .,-_-,

You see, the child who Is beihg,abuged in school, the child who we're practicing corporal-1)
. _ - _:-,

y \ .- _ . :_' -f.punishment, against and the child who we're suspending are minority and pooeyoungsters,-v_

We don't practice corporal punishment on middle-class, well-behaved young0iers;--
, ..

,_ ..,,

we're practicing corporal punishment,on poor and minority youngsters. . `4: : ---...:=,:;',--4. .

Before leaving, he sat t.o me, "By the way, you're the sixth sUbStitute_to be

. here since the regular teacher quit two weeks ago." Friday I came into class.'
r ' -- .

Youngsters started running.' I noticed youngsters running out one of the doors; I ..-

closed that door. Then I noticed youngsters running out a second.door; pgk?sed that -'
. N.

\ door. I kept running back and forth, finally realizing that it was the same ,three or
. . -,

- ,,

four youngsters, ant they were testing me; they were testing to see how far they

coUlti go, and what they could get away with. Then a iroungster crumpled tpa-p:
of paper, threw it at me and I ducked. I thoughf!about all the things I had learned

in my psych courses in college; decontaminate through humor, make a joke out of lit-

and I did. I said, "If that's' the best you can do, you'd better hangup, " an before

lo they showed me they could do better...T-s quares, drawing board' s. gan sailing

through the air, and you know that place whee the teacher puts his or her feet, call
_

the knee hole? I hr there. I actually hid there_ was frightened, and
.really considered Suicide that weekend.

_

Some of us remember the times around 1950-51 when a tot of us were stu
.

We were growing up, in those days, as depression ,Tite,=Pn_ Way got to.

college was o join the Army ad get a4 G.L 8111.- e :everyone, - If-you want to
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Know exactly 'what I did the'next day, you have to buy my book to find out what I did

Munday when I came back ( "Ribbin', jivin', and Playin` the Dozens").

Let me quickly,go through some of,the thing consider important, and why

I personally cannot suppOrt the use of corporal punishment as a solution to the.w

discipline problems we find in the schools. -First of aAI'm'not a pacifist. I want
ry

6
you to know, I'm not a 'pacifist. I'm very physical. .I'm very aggressive. I enjoy

playing hard basketball and pushing and shoving under the boards, and tennis sometimes
a

bores ne because it's not physical enough. So, I'm not squeamish about physically
, A s I

touching youngsters and gztting involved physically with youngsters. In fact, I wish

more, of our teachers Would 6edomephysical with their students in a very hnman-

feelini kind of way. So, I'm not arguing against corporal punishment from that point
.

of view. I also agree we must have, law and order in the classroom. There isn't any

question about it. There must be a certain amount of order in the classroom. Eabh
,

teacher will need a certain amount of order, depending upon his or her personality, \in,
.

order to teach. You cannot teach in a chaotic atmosphere. The.re's no question:about

that, either.

I also agree that students should not be allowed to interfere with the etication

of others. And, I agree that o, e of my ;.:oles isto remove a youngster from the

classroom who is interfering with instruct ton, but do not believe that the teacher's

approach ,should be, "You're going to be suspended, or we're. going to practice corpora
.

punishment on you."

I firmly believe that the approach s hould be to find out what is causing the

problem, and then return the youngster to the claesroo'M, without any threats. And

that's the way co "work it out." Thai's the way "we" would work it out, and it work3.,
-

Also, I used to practice corporal punishment.. I openly admit it. In spite of

the New York City taw 'opposed to corporal punishment,, corporal punishment is
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practiced in New York City schools and in many otherschools . Let's not lie about it

New York state education law does not even mention corporal punishment. So, it's

actually left up to each school district.

When I practiced corporal punishment,. I believed in it, then as I matured and

grew as a teacher and as a person and: had to.-deal with my own conscience, I stopped.

Using corporal punishment.-
a-

When I became an administrator, I also stopped corporal punishment in our

school, and the level of violence in our school, this is a "600 school" where we had
,

youngsters who had beaten up youngsters, had taped, and had stolen, went from an .

astronomical level to practically zero. We lowered the level of violence by stopping -.

cort)ral punishment by 'physically restraining a Angster if necessary. And we dealt,... . . .. . ,with things like this (speaker holds 'up a broken bottle, and other assorted hand-made
,- .

weapons) that we had to take away from youngsters. Yes, objects like this we took away

even without pricticing corporal punishment or overusing force to remove them from

students. -
I

I have been talking about teacher responsibility and perception of role, but rio*---.Z.
. _

I would like to mention the teachers. I should like to talk about whether a teacher

considers his role passive or participatorx...,There, ace some teachers who consider

their role one of a professional coming innind just teaching, without any responsibility

for discipline, motivation, and reinforcing positive behavior. This is the passive'

approach. On the other hand, the participatory teacher feels his role includes

disciplining, motivating, and reinforcing the positive behavior-of his students:. =-

W have heard that the city of Midas has been accused of racism in relation _

to suspensions. But let me tell you about the North. I'm one of those Northerners, by'
4,

the way, who goes around the country working in the school districts being desegregated,
- .

and in just the last two or three weeks I've been in South Boston High School working

with the staff. When you walk into the s you must pass two ig gadgets like
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. .

they have at' the airporta that the kids must walk through in order to get into the school.

I had a black colleague accompanying- me,. and we'had to get a police escort when 4
. i

went into South Boston, althqugh, as it turned out, we really didn't need them.

I've also been to Indianapolis, and in all these schools that I've visit, I .fin

a lot of the teachers, in desperation, because their superintendents and their
,t.

principals- are not owning Up to the real kinds of problems that exist. In desp'eration,

they want to hit the black youngsters.

In today's New York Times magazine (September 6), it is reported that durin

3/4 Denver's first four months of desegregation, 3, 844 high school students were

suspended; 2; 748 were. minority students. In .Louisville, one principal complained,_

"Those kids tend to talk back more. They tend to be louder." The minority youngster n

immediately seen as a problem, even before tiR is a problem.

NoW, there's another group, of youngsters that I find In the suburban area

where I live,. and in many ways they are simi.ar to the streetcorner yOtingsters I

find in inner-city schools. Remember, not all black youngsters and. Dot all minority,
.

youngsters are disruptive. Just two or three out of a class of thirty can be le
1

called streetcorner youngsters.. They challenge the teachers using streetcorner

techniques. The equivileni in the suburban, rural, or urban sChools_waa commonly

called the hard kid, the greaser, the punk when I grew up. perhaps.there Were_other
. -=

names for these kias in your schools when you were:growing mR.:_ Thex,drektecl_anli

differently. They were the ones suspended. They_were_the ones sent into,

programs or vocational progranu. But in an inner-citi school themlisru

suburban school theyare not allowed to disrupt. These.are really the youn

talking about

What Is important is that they challenge,the-teat

techniques that are 'not iypkally
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around Christmas time, a student who is a stpetcorner youth may gc upto a woman

e
,teacher and say, "Miss Fallon, what does trim mean?" Trim. It's around

Christmas time. Heroponse will probably be to trim the tree, and the class will
*4- tv

laugh and crack up because on the streetcorner, means sexual intercourse, or

vagina. 1
4

-This, of course4creates a discipline problem, which in some cases leads to

corporal punishment and in other cases, can lead to Suspension. What I'm arguing
.. ,

is that we have to help oui staff to understand the' testing behavior that .)oungsters use .

, .

. .

,

in testing the teacher, which then results in the disruption and- retaliation on the part
, .

of the school,' We have to get into these games and understand them.. There are

woofin' games which are very physical, aggresiive, and sexual. We have to know them

and cope with them if we are going to effectively work with teachers .

Education often takes plate by the teacher providing a model for emulation;

my compatriots have mentioned this, and just hit on it again. If talk meanin

about resolving our problems by discussion, by mediation, by arbitration, .or velrbally
441, =

then we shouldn't go around hitting people. Nile teacherlbelieves in, negotiation and_

compromise, then administer's corporal punishment, from my point ,of_view, that make*,

the teaches. a hypocrite. It means everything the teacher has preached is going out the

window, "You can't touch anyone, but it's okay for me eo.do so,"

Aggression and violence follow a circular kind of behavior. The youngster
Apo

mss,may get hit at home, then may hOe a problem on the schoolLbas, not only-in

desegregated districts, but in lily-white Northern areas. Youngsters ride the-buses in_

both places. (In fact, in some places where I grew up in upstate New York

youngsters who .:nde the bus were held in higher esteem than the _youngsters who walked

to school. ;So, it depends on how you WEintto talk abo:ut_busing:). Anyway, this kind,

of aggression is the circular kind. A youngster then comes to school and itisome way
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uses the home-learned aggression against the teacher or fellosif students. It's, up to

,the teacher to absorb cession, to understand it, tor else the circle of aggression

continues and goes back home, back on the bus, and'on and oiand on.

kits do have a mental health function. It's far cheaper to provide the

special services, in-service programs for teachers and other kinds of help than it is

to put' a youngster into an institution, or eventully to gci4o jail. And, that's eilly. what

it comes down to. We have to provide these services for OUretaff and our teachirs

We-also have to develop non-punit ye kinds of techniques. I ran a,course

where we trained psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, and teachers on

hOw to,disarm children, how to break up fights and physically restrain them without

overusing force or corporal punishment. And, in some cases in our hool when I
.

played the iole. I call the Interventionist, where a youngster interrupted the education

of the others, I removed him physically,' and when yr: remove youngsters physically,
ti

-

there is never the need to use corporal punishment.

A.good-example of this,, and we've got to do it in this country, fa_

happened in Los Angeles when the police shpt it out with* 41,A. It was like_ an

infantry engagement. They shot the place up and killed a number of people.. The

opposite can be found in New York City, where the New York City police_tleparttnent

has a differient kinci of squad trained in getting hostages back_without firing cirier4an

The revel of violenci'M America has to be towered. I feel that_ we, =In the

.chools, have to begin doing this by not dciing, and nci pradtiCing Orpitira

punishment.

I
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First Deb4tor Dr. DaVid Friedman

I'll try'to keep to three minutes. Someone asked me what kinds of injuries

41

. .
we've seen from child abuse, and I've started a campaign to-collect some of,thege

-:

things through my owreexplorations. So far, I'ye found`some evidence of possible
t

nerve injuries secondary to paddling, some possible whiNash injuries secondary Or

shaking and then cases of some lesse injuries. There was., however,. a fracture of.the
C;

pelvis in one situation from a paddling. There is clear evidence that corporal punish-

ment does and careause great injury. I recall one case.of -a possible brain hemorrhage

secondary to hitting-the, head, so they're al verY reit things.

The second point I want to bring1out is the case in North Carolina did not

deal with the corporal punishment issue al all., They actually dealt with two issues

at the state level; due process protection where the punishment was cruel and unusual,

and the question of parental consent . However, they only brought one issue to the

Supreme Court, and that was the issue of parental consent. WS a little unfair to

assume this situation was condonedby thee Court. I want to quote from my letter to

the Cou think'that's the best approach, since it got me involved ih all of this.

The lettec vas sent to Chief Justice Burger. It begins:

r

:"

The Supreme Court's decision condoning corporal.punishment -in the
schools *.k!r' clearly unwirranted.-..gy the condoning of paddting;;,-One.
may incrase the difficulty and complexity- of those2of uirinvolvethin
the dill abuse area. You are creating an atrnospherd-Where violence
is a solution to impersonal problems and yourrdecisiongiVea margi
parents the license to abuse. It Is clear frOm My';iatathaVihe child
treated violently today will be the parent,whix resorts toNioleriee,
tomorrow.. My data also clearly demonstrates_ the née
systems for parents, and.your decisiim-_dkallowing parent...rights-
underminerbur efforts to assist abusing par_ ents w_ ho are in'd re
needlif support.

I think there are far better ways than the use of corporal punishment to
1

.._

cope with problems in tte _classroom, and I'll o.mleave this _up to. zolleagUes _to
.

,

_

discuss some of the alternatives to cor rat punigihrnent,' whichare Man



Second Debator - Margaret Fa Hort
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I should/like to ask sOme questions, of the people who have spoken on the

other side of the issue. One or more of the speakers have said it is not necessarily

the child who is disturbed .who receives 'the corporal punisifment. I would like to

know'what procedures you have for Making sure that the pro* steps have been

taken before the child receives corporal puniqhment, or do we just look at the child

ane decide? I vas also very interested in noticing that in trite state of North Carolina

not only are the teachel's able to physicilly discipline children, but also aides are
/ -

able to do this I ask'you, are these untrained people? What training do yOu give

these people? What supervisio\are they given? I was also interested to note'that
f-

in North Carolina physical puntshn.::it stops at the sixth grade, but think I know

vti -4 have a feelingIf you say that\ it is not as effective after the sixth grade,

I wonder, is it because the children arNAgger than the teachers, or is it, because
I '

1. it has been found, for other *reasons; to be ineffective? I should also like to ask the

gentleman from Vermont, what kind of a choice is it when you give a child the chaice

of corporal punishment or no school forever? That's what it sounded like to me. If

your suspensions is of long duration, what kind of a choice can a.child,realisticalty,

make? I also would like to know what supportive services and what kind of a budget

is available in each town to prOvide for those children eventually singled out for
F

punishment either beforeor after the corporal punishment is given ?. I would also

be curious to know what follow-up has been done'on children who havebeen,receiving

corporal punishment in your schools over the years? How many of them have done

extremity well? aw many of them are now delinquent? -How many: of them -are

disturbed? Finally, i Would like to know whatrecourse a,parent has -if t

as r Understanelt can happen, hears about this later? = When we suspend our chi:dren,
f.

r.
this can'u'striCken from the record 4 t once a :child



has been hit, how do you strike that from the record?

if

I



(4.Third Debator' - Dr. Herbert . Foster .

05, , / t -,
I'll babrief. I recal a Texas decision on rporal punishment? _involving-

a young girl beaten .by an assistant principal, and had a hemorrhage or some similar
- .

injury. Even though,' she.required hospital treatMent, the Supreme Court upheld

the school's action on the basis of "in loco parentis." In such cases, where is the =

child's protection?
. .

Once we give permission to use corp oral punishment, there is notelling:
.

really how faelf might go. Also, it would be interesting-to look at some examples d

the kinds of student behavior that bring about corporal punishment, and how:InuOh:

these behaviors vary from situation to situation:

Let me read a quote from Lazarus's book about the origins of the _urban__

schobl in Massachusetts, which took place in 1889. The_youngsters being hit in the
_schools in thosedays were white,

\
immigrant children, by the way, There was a

heated discussion in the city of Boston and in Massachusetts concerning corporal
. -.

phnishment going on at that time, and this is a quote from Superintendent Snedden:

We have one school district in_this_oityfrom whicivoneAhird
of all the arrests for crime are made.z -We have in one:of:our
schools 280 bays from Russia' and -A-classroonlimight-Oontain
sior eight nationalities. Many of theSe children-_,Omei-froM

,orvice and crime. In their .blood are,geneiatioria.:ritiniquity. They
hate restraint or any obedience to They itnt*nothing-Ofthea_
feelings which are inherited by those who_were_borW.-60;Ourshorea.-,
Such was the case in many of Boston's school districts where attacks upon

teachers were common. In one reported incident, a revolver had been drawn,

The teachers in some of theseikhcioiss_whaareTtryikg-,t4=resue
_ , _and save ttiese boys from ruin_ ar_e*ga as,_.__

holy as the_ ministers otteliglOn, .-Reatii4itigleacherEV.1",who=-;by_rheir
surroundings are cornpeited, undertniner'r eJOO-6_161 powers
of good and strengthen the_relinients of viole tee: yjredueitxg aitthdrit

Strong teachers, the paper concluded, Were It

boys Eind4 life of tritrie.-



Fourth Debator Lansing K. Reinhoiz '

If you didn't like the words, "slat; on the ass," you won't like the next state-

ment. If I was Fontana and I used words to describe teachers and administrators

such s "perverse fascination and ingenious methods of torture;" I would have sent

some-bOdy else to read the 6iier, too. In my experience, I've never seen a teacher

who had a perverse fascination wit isciplining kids.. Those teachers would rather

discipline in terms of academics than discipline' in. terms of behavior. They, are

concerned with making them behave. Speak toany classroom teacher and ask him what

he/she 13 there for, and he/she won't say he /she is there to discipline children,

he/she will tell 3,6u every time that he/she is there to teach. Every union contract

nemiator has negotiated on the basis of getting away from such things as disciplining

children and d ag Menial kinds of tasks that we've asked professional educators to

do, so they-have time to teach. The problem is and'it can be identified, the whole
1 -

/-
problem we're talking about can be identified as why do children misbehave to the

point where they are disruptive 'to others as well is to their own education? If we can

discover why the problem occurs with individual children, then we doll Id provide

preventative techniques for dealing with each problem, ?if society is willing to pay the

bill: We continually heai that schools have to use particular methods of disciplining
'"k

becawie they refuse to provide support services; they refuse to provide teacher

education so they can deal with disruptlVe children; children who refuse to be t6;:re

in classrooms. I don't set' the budget for the City of Burlington. You'don't set the

individual budget, if you are a teacher in the district in which you work. The public

pays the.bill. And we're saying the public refuses to, pay the bill. In the last two

years, in the City of Burlington, we've Seen the revenues_ for that city diminish by

one million dollars.' We are operating with $200, 000 Lewin 1976-77 than we had in

1974-75. Nowt. how in the hall can we provide those kind of support services with
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that .kind of money? And, I say that instead of living in a kind of situation that's

chaotic in a classroom), we have to use those things that we have available to,us.,

Granted, we don't Ifave all of the things available to us that we would liire to have.
ft'

Not nearly enough nney is provided in the budot for teacher educationteabhing

teachers how to teach, and how to deal with those kids that are causing a disruption

in the classroom. But we do provide psychological services. We do provide learning

disabilities Classes, We do provide elle of three Early Essential'Edyr44 Centers in

' the whole-country. We do provide a Special Educationprogram in the urlIngton
ti

Publi School System second t6 _none in Vermont; second to none in New England, and

certainl one of the best in the country. The University of Vermont Special Education

Department t recogniied as a leading authority in the field of Special Education. They

are !q. our school \ We have an early diagnogis Program. We identify those kids that-
,

have special learning 'problems, that are handicapped, and they are in the kinds of

classes where we don't have.to think in terms of disciplining children.' We're talking

about the hard-core discipline problems in the schocil year after year, teacher after

teacher, c lass after class, situation, after situation. Every single technique

available to a classroom teacher and the principal has been used. What do "ou do-.

with that kid now? Abuse them? No. We don't abnse1hem. , There isn't an

administrator that I know of that abuses kids. There isn't a teacher that knowlingly

abuses kids. But, by heavens, we've got to do something_with those kids- and if it

means throwing them out on the street snot to- return forever to the school, I say that

maybe we ought to conaider corporal punishment as an alternative that may work in°

individual cases where you know the:kid, you knoik the parent, you've examined the-

problem, you. have a .good; historical data base to work with.

It's a hell-or a lot better alternative to try 4ral punishment than sending

him/her out on the street where youAnd I are going to support,bim/her for the rest
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of the time ghat that person lives. He/she is not. go to Contribute.anything:to

society once he/she is out of School. And, if the alternative is whacking him /tier

on the fanny once or tw e and it helps, it's a hell of a lot better than sending him/

her down the road.

4

J;)



Debator --Dr. Kenneth R. Newbold 48

We would agree with the opponents than corporal rani-hr 'it can be misused.

We would concede that point, and we do not want to see corporal punishment misused.

If corporal punishment has been outlawed by the pu c policy of the Board of Education

of New fork,City, why is it being bootlegged by people who apparently think it is still

a viable alternative? No, you are not restricted to the first six grades in the use of

corporal punishment, In grades K through 12, we have just found, that it's a function of

agp as to-what punishment techniques you use in the school system. At least that's
,

been my experience. Some are more effective with younger children than they are with

older children. Nc, we have not done follow-up studies. We are beginning to keep statisti

on corporal punishment and suspensions and disimissals and hope in the coming, years

wr can do some research to see if it is true that there is a disproportionate number

of minorities, or low socio-economic students, or anyether group of students, who,

are receiving more suspensions and dismissals from schools. But we're not talking

about suspensions and dismissals here today. We're talking abc t corporal punishment.

And, my own experience has been it has not been used disproportionately with

minorities, nor -has it been used disproportionately with any socio- economic class.

Again, that's an area of research that we ought to check into. If the position of

A.P.D..A is a rational, logical, well-thought-out position in.opposition to corporal

punishment, then why haven't you been able to sell your point of view to.the majority-

of citizens an4 taxpayers in this country who foot the bill for public education?

. Obviously, you have either been talking only to yourselves, or you have not sold.thern.

My next question would be, if the other alternatives to corporal punishment are so

eke:dye, why is it for seven straight years that poor discipline in public 'schools in

America peisists in being the number one concern of parents in this country?

Obvior4ly, these other alternative forms of dis'cipline must not.be working out as w

*, 56
1-
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as we thiniethey are if the blic is still concerned about the level of discipline in

1 .
public schools . I think if other forms of discipline car, be shown superioeto corporal

. ,.
i

.
,pUnishment, then I think rational thinking people would support corporal-punishment,

1

being outlawed. But, at this point in time it is basically an effective deterrent.. I
.0 , . ,

do not want to see knives, abolished because a surgeon to slip up and misuse

that knife in an operation. I do not want to see food abolished because some people

misuse food by the overeating of foOd. )ral punishment is a deterrent. It is like

the issue of capital punishment. 'Many people are for and.against it. 'Put, until

. someone can show a better deterrent, it is a deterrent. It, is not used with large

numbers of students. In most schools, in most school systems, it would shock you .

how'few students actually have had corporal punishment administered to them. So,

in my opinion, we arvaving a red flag. And I want to know the statistics, Doctor,

on the cases that you're talking about involving abuSe., Were these school, abuses by

teachers or by parents? WehaVen't segregated the information tl\u4 you have shared,

with us. I get the impression you're talking about parent, abuse more than you are,

asking about teacher abuse, and 1 do think you have to distin7t4sh between the two

before you indiCt schools. In summary, what I_ am say ingjs that corporal punishment

to promotts disci line and adequate levels of discipline
- ,

It is Nit one: Correctly used, in my opinion, it is a

is one of ma: many alternatives

in our schools. It is a deterrent.

very effective deterrent. And, yes, we do have a superior special education program.

We also have guidance counselors, anal school psychologists. We have all the supportive

services that you would expect in a progressiVe school system'iltk North Carolina, So,

we are talking about, basically, that middle group of students; , theotypical student in

the puolic schools. We are not talking about the exceptional child w,ho we would expect

to be in special sses and,Where ),)wllci probably never see corporal pimishment

57
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Sixth Debator-',Attorney Andrew Vanore, Jr...

Iou Id first like to point out that otie distinguished justice on the Supreme

Court of the United StateN wants it pointedly said that the Supreme Court is whims

-majority of the Justices on the Supreme Court rule, and ti7e Constitution Is what a .

majority of the Justices on the Stiipreme CourCSays. Now, I have to disagree with.

what Dr. Friedman just said. .I, of course, have been intimattly involved=in this. .

particular case and the Supreme Court of the United States has simply said even

though corporal punishment is sometimes abused by teachers, it is not unconstitu-

tional in any sense. Not even in the sense thatit is. cruf.A and unusual punishment,

because they have said it is not; not even in the sense that the parent has,a right to
.

control the kind of discipline that is used. by school administrators in the public
4

schools, becauie he does not. It seems to me tilatyin instances where you dohave

abuse, the type that the proponents have pointed out and I would myself kersonally consi

to te abusive, would probably be held to be criminal conduct in North Carolina.

can't speak for the other states, but simply because, on occasion, someone abuses.

someone does not imply that the best way to stop this abuse _is:to_say -it _is/- '
unconstiibticinal, or cannot be used-under Shy circumstances._ /pit a lawyer,.1-__simpli

support the right of the general assembly Of North Carolina to,tell teaeltomthfit
_

they .-s.n use whatever reasonableforce is necessary in order to maintain discipline.

And seasonable force, f course, includes the use of dorparalpunishment. f it's

abused, then the teacher or prin pat that abuses it ought to be yropecuted-, criminally

or civilly. Simply because sometimes, though, it is abuSed does:inOt mean t

right should be taken away.



First Discussant - Mr: Dean Westmoreland,.,..10.M .,
.

. .

' I tThank you. It I indeed a pleasure-for me to be here. 'a still a teacher in .

..

the secondary levelin this group, and I sort of feel like the buck private surrounded
, .

,,'

by genera:Is, -here, but I do support North Carolina's corporal punishment law.

.11

52

. When I received the invitation to participate here today, I accepted, =but

somewhat looked forward:to it like a piece of pork, anticipates a eausa grinder, _jn

effect. But, you have ydur opinion, and I have mine, a I respect your and I liOpe,

that you will respect mine and ours, even though we both think the other wrons.
1--

There are, I would say to you, some participants he're frOm orth Carolina

who do not share the idea of the debators from North Carolina, so there are -some of

you here who will know that there are some from No Carolina who are,_ in =your

opinion, enlightened on the matter. There are- -none of us are golivaway converted

to the other's position, but I would say to you that it is essential that we,retain the
tr.

Opportutilty to talk with each other about what is obviously. a problem In this country,\ -7---.......
overand it's not North Carolina's problem, as you've been told over and over again. It just

seems that way since the case occurred in North- Carblina.
1

We have talked a bit this afternoon about Baker versus Owen and the steps t

four major steps, that it laid out that detex with_the application of corporal punishfrient,

and, as far as I'm concerned, and as is theusual case, the teacher was left holding

the bag on this partiCular case. Now, I'll go hrough that in just a minute..-

° I was very , very happy to hear a tlireadthat ran through this corriplete.discussio

that teachers must have assistance. I'm glad that some

have assistance. And not only you, but the public must see and Must atAve

need assistance. Teachers are overloaded with,.studOnts, continuously .

In some of these situations mentioned where idealism works, there may be a one,to

fiVe ratio. 1-shouid five so long to-get
=

to five. I wotikilbe so _happy with that.,Teachert
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are underpaid. I don't- care how you lows at it and what you think about it, they're

underpaid. They're undertrained in these special areas, and we need more support from

you people and from the parents in this-country.

Some of the things that We have said here today is that corporal punishment

is a deterrent. It's a deterrent to pupil misconduct. Discipline, in our opinion, is

necessary fo learning: We're not talking about lock-step di ci line. Were talking

about setting up the perimeters and working within them, and if standing on your head

in the corner is part of a learning process, then stand there, -But; we're saying that

the abolition of all corporal punishment gives students the upper hand in the matter of

maintaining order. All right. Corporal punishment is not child abuse., as has been,

repeatedly said. Those who oppose it, always couch it in terns of child'abuse. There

are laws against child abuse and trials which have taken care of those who,do abuse

children. Corporal punishment is administered as a last resort when all others have

failed. There's been discussion here today as to whetherwhich of the two following

items would be Worse, suspension, permanent suspension, or corporal punishment.

Corporal punishnient is simply an alternative in this discipline business. It should not

be applied with malice of forethought. It's just tine more method of administering

discipline. The idea of the home responsibility has been vered that the home does .

bear a respOnsibility in this discipline business

Doctor Newbold repeatedly talked about the Gallup Poll, and that's exactly what-_

occurred all over the country, that discipline: is thenumberone issue. :cl I would

like to say this, the idea that many parents, in fact, 'most parents, wheti they're

talking about administering discipline and corpciral punishment, they're talking about

the other person's child.. They want teachers tc., beat hell out of everybody, but leave,

Junior alone. Vs that simple. -And that won't work this way, It's just like whenever

somebody says, "Well,' we'll change allthe congressnieti, but don't you vote against
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mine." It's the same thing. I think that I heard throughout this debate somewhere

, that, even on the other side, that there were somel':4614points on both sides and

some bad points on both sides, even down to the rota of how much corporal punishmer

what kind and where you administer it, whether it's on a part of the body, or standing
ii

in the corner, or whatever

I do:sometimes get a little bit upiet with somewhat of an idealistic approach

that-we look at all of this through rAy colored glasses when the teachers are the ones

that, again, are the Muck privates. They're on the front lines and, ,like- war, sometimes

it can be hell. Those who aren't on the front lines toll you how -it -is to fight-iiifcniaiiit

is to live. The abolition
_
of corporal punishmekhas not reduced violence in some ofi

the schools in the.North; no"matter what you say. In fact, !believe that it has probably

increased.

I watched an educationaltelevision show the othei night which, by the way,

at my house has replaced regular T.V., featuring six teachers, one from Connecticut,

one from New York, and I don't remember where the other ones wale from. But,- one o

them wore a neck brace where she had been attacked in school, and-the other one_ had

just gotten put of the hospital frogi being attacked, and they didn't havecorporal

punishment.

Throughout this dicussion we have seen, in the use of slides 'and-this type

thing, that- -and as Doctor Newbold said, we have not established whether all of this

damage that you've seen here was done in the pilic schools. I think I heard the father

had paddled tht child with a ping pong paddle. I've acImitiistered corporal punishment

in my day--not a whole lot. I've taught abqut 3,000 students ,over °tA last 15 years

and probably administered corporal punishment to maybe 15. think th'at's a prett

percentage, and that was alwys in a last resort. So me of h ose,students that I've

had that I did administer corporal punishMent to came backita-me, aft_ er4gradnation a
'6



Said, "Well, you knoW, you spanked me. Some of the other teachers didn't." And they
,

didn't go by their room. And,. to me, that was a little message that you made an\
impact. 'And, as they said Over here a little while ago, I think I won the war rather

55'

than the battle.

So, thoge are the nor points as I saw, that were brought up heie, and I don't

know if anybody's going to ask me ar: questions, I'll still took at the questionslike

the sausage grinder. Thanyou.

a
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Second Discussant Dr. Gertrude J. Williams.

I'm glad the matter of abuse and school spankingspcame up' I'M going to
-

show you something that,might just have a loud voice; and I carry it. Tills is a rug

beater It's also a child beater. It is what is sanctioned by the St. Louis city

schools for administering to elementary school children. Pardon me. That was a

crack on the rear.," To what the c400t board politely refers to the fleshy part

of the back. They're too genteel to say ass. Now letrrie show you. Is this corporal

punishment, or is it child abuse? (Dr. Williams walks over to Mr. Reinholz, and

S11;1 the paddle menacingly over Mr. Reinholz's-head, graspi g him firmly by the

arm.) ow then...Mr. Reinholz, you have,Ciissed ir this classroom.. You 'have used
,

the words as damn, and hell, and I'm going to give you a choice, boy! You have a

choice of quit ing your, job, or getting hit across your as with "this corporal punishment

stick, and it's not going to be done by m9; babe, because I'm angry at you! It's going
A

to be done by Dr. Welsh.

Mr. Reinholz: (Looking a bit uncomfortable.) I'll take the stick.

Dr. Williams: I'll see youlater.. (Walks back tcftlie pothum.)
*

Now, this has been used in evidence in many bars whire psycholugists,

pediatricians, surgeons, radiologists, psyChiatrisis have documented injury to

children who were beaten by thetc teachers in the public schools, and I was an

expert witness on a lot of them/and rye got to agree with you, we didn't win a single

case because violence in America is. lenee is as American as cherry pie.
_e+

Ord, the schools are not presenting an example of peacefulness to the. new generation

coming up. Corporal punishment is not discipline,. It is a lack nf discipline.

Numerous studies indicate that it is the t inadequately trained teachers who use

violence. Advocates of corporal punishment say they have no discipline problems in

thgir Schools, and I bet the on't What you have in your ,North Caroliikcjassrbo
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,

isn't discipline or respect, but seething hatred, terror, helplessnesa, and, oh, eo often,

psychic nurnbing. So that everything is wiped out, even new information.

Now, regardless of the problems of teachers and school staff--and I'm very

much aware and I sympathize, and'we all do, with inadequate salaries--you deserve -
-,.,-:J

, --, . ..
so much from the taxpayers, from society; we're.sympath...-tie with the large classes

and all the other burdens that you experience every day in the course of your daily

work round. We...We're with you, we understand. However, that does not justify

your use of violence against children in the classroom.any more than those dissatisfied

with their employment liave a right to whip the subordinates under them.

I might mention; regarding the children who were just so glad that-they

were hit, that from a psychologidal -standpoint, they're very 'much on their way to

masochism and/sadism.

Now, proponents of corporal punishment state that violence is somehow not
=

violence when it occurs in the classroom. It-becomes defined as violence only after

_

a child is murdered or there's a sensational case of child abuse by a teacher or a

parent, and this is published by the media. Corporal punishment and child abuse_ are
cT

on the same continuutri, 'namely, violence. Now, la's not hear any more doubletalk.

Most abusive parents and teachers don't plan to abuse their children., They''

start out

violence

to :tdiscipline" them physically or

intensifies. According to medical

use corporrat punishment.

findings, the right buttock

And then, the

of the battered I.

., =*-child is especially affected, sine blows are directed primarily to the right side when_

children are laid over their teacher's or parents' knees for a spanking. No one starts

out being an abuser. It just escalates: \ E.

Doctor Dac'RI Gil has Indicated that the wide-spread acceptance in our Culture

of 'physical discipline of children is *he underlying factor of physical child abuse, both'

r at home, at school, and elsewher,e. Sor the school Joins other American institutions
4
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such as the police and the military in having ,a mandate for physical force as ,a
a

means of social control.

I'm glad that Attorney Vanore brought up the issue of child'abuse at this

partim I.;Qrtime because right now the Child Abuse Protection Act is being impler5ented

amidst all the "be kind to children" clamor in this country. The Supreme Court

sanctions violence against children in the schools, and the Court maintains the state's .

interest in maintaining order must be balanced against the mother's right to control

the means of disciplining her child. Outlawing corporal punishment, the CoUrt says,

bucks a settled tradition of countenancing such punishment when reasonable. Get a

load of that. Now, what's reasonable? If an adult continued playing kickball after the

coach had blown the .whistle, and the coach had beaten him or her on the buttocks with

a foot-long, wooden drawer thvider, the coach would have big viewed as unrearfonable,,-

if not, demented. When the same action is takeh against an ele'Ven year old schoolboy, the

plainiff, the action somehow, word magically, becomes viewed as reasonable, because

striking an adult is assault; striking a child is discipline.

Ishere are other irrationalities. The Child Abuse Protection Act legally requires

employees who have contact with children to re rt, immediately, the "reasonable

suspicion of the child caretaker, the parent, who tattered their children." Bruises

on 'a child inflicted by a parent would. beconsidereel instances of suspected child abuse.

Bruises/nflictedon a child by a teachei are apparently examples of the settled

tradition of corporal punishment. How can you take a parent to curt for battering a

child and alloW a teacher to punch him around? If a court can remove a child from his.,

parents because of battering, hcw can they hand that child over ib the scho0 for abuse?

furthermore, who will report the teachers who are subject, legally, to the same-
,

manchhory reporting laws as parents? Certainly not the parents. The parents can't.
,

The'plaintiff tried, but the Court has u held the teacher's right to abusea -knovin
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emotionally fragile little boy. And, if we had a report, would reporting the teacher do

any good?,

In Ne York, a teacher tried to repoit a pattern of repeated beatings of

children in his sch&l, and the school authorities did not respond. Finally, in

desperation, the teacher went to the New York Timei with a paddle as evidence.

The result was the teacher was suspended for going outside school channels:

Clearly, Dr. Friedman's medic ata are examples of school abuse. You

can't pass the buck to parents o'n this one: The cuinulitive emotional effect of being

struck before classmates on the child victim and the child and the teacher is

incalculable.

Now, Mr. Reinholz, I embarrassed you just a few minutes ago, and I wanted

to...

Mr. Reinholz: Not at all.

Dr. Williams: Not at all? Fine. Then you are psychically numbed, guess,

J
.1

like-all-the--rest-of-you b-Uterekkids. ( airighter) All right, then, I won't apologize.

Now, just as battering parents serve as a model of violence to their children,

so does the school, a major institution in our society, serve as a model of viblence

to parents when it sanctions spankings. The Supreme Court'Ailing, as Dr. Friedman

indicates, contributes to child abuse because it gives explosive, inadequate'parents
*

social sanction for battering their children. We need, you as positive models; not

violent ones. r.
The issue of assault.on teachers and vandalism by students has. been used to

justify physical coercion, but oup evidence-indicates that 'sChools that routinely use

corporal punishment have -dis'preportionar2ely high rates\of vandalism. FUrth,er, the
7 :

young and helpless students are hit the most - -it's the children from kindergarten to
-

sixth grade who-are the ones who are *11 not the big ones-. In fact, ,there are datNto
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indicate in addition to the younger, smaller, elefnentary school children, many of
, \wb.gm are handicapped mid emotionally fragile and problematic, are getting the hell

beaten out of them over and over, and tt's 'not. working. As you, you1 elf, said it is

the sam, bunch of troublemakers, and violence against tam is not viOrking, or not in
ts

the way that you planned. A significant number of these children are frail the

ghettos and barrios, and there is racism here. There s reverse sexism in the fact
,.

that boys are beaten more than girls.

Dr. Welsh's -and other findings suggest that children who receive corpc2a1

punishment in the home and school when they're too weak to defend themselves
.-

retaliate when they're older and stronger by assaulting teachers and vandalizing

schools. Are the schools willing to reap the violence they're sowing in their violence

against children?

4.1

Now, the irrationalities: Violence against children by parents and teachers -

is discipline; violence against parents and teachers by cpildren is assault. A,t,eache'Et

lack of disctpiine is called distipline. A child who strikes a teact.zr creates disorder.

A teacher who strikes a child creates order in the classroom.. War is peace. Peace

is war. 1984. Double talk and violence are alive and well in the countr

Now, I'm winding up. In 1853, a judge of the e-risdiana Supreine CoUrt noted

that it was illegal for a master to beat his apprentice or ah officer, an ordinary stator,

and he wondered, he said, why the person of a schoolboy should be less, sacred.

Now cOrpqral pun.shnient has been abolished in a number of countries:

nmark, Sweden, Finland, the Soviet Union,' Norway, Holland, Israel, and Japan.

Regrettably, the U. S. Supreme Court did not ask in 1975 why the person of an

American school clad should be less sacred. Thank you.

j 4.
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0. Mr. Nexbold, I'd like to know whether any of you gentlemen or any of the people:
4

in the room have done any studies on ...ates of .1uvenile delinquency, rates of adult crime,

studies of prison populations, as well' as ')usiness populations, of school reac

populations to see what. the correlations might or might not )-e. between children who

are subjected to corporal punishment either in home or school. I don't think there's
.

that muchsdistinction, in my mind. And, I'd like to know,' I mean, my impression is

from the little I do know that, for instance, North Carolina has a very high rate of crime.

Now, I may be wrong. I don't really know the figures. I would tend to correlate this

with the acceptance of the use of any kind of force. Now;-maybe again, I'm wrong.

A. Nov, to answer you. North Carolina does not have a high rate of crime.* We do

have a large prison population and we !gave a lot, who were senten ced '4
to capital punish-

ment-whic.h has put ain the spotlight on that issue. There , ..s.been no research on what

you're saying, and it would be interering research to get. Frankly,;- I just dcn't think

there's bern That cases of corporal 1,....ni3hthent that has really warranted that kind

of follow-up study, although; perhaps, it ought to be dohe.

Ind, while I'm on my feet, I have seen exhibited here today, at this debate, ,

Doctor, one of the cruelest and the most inhumane forins of punishMent that I know.

anything about, and which in my opinion is much more s %/ere than corporal punishment,

and that is the skillful use of sarcasm. For teacher after teacher, and human being

*Editdr's note: According to the 1973 F.B.I. Uniform Crime Reports,

North carolina.wavelatively lOw in overall crime. However, it was 10th in violent

crime, gth in murder, and 1st in assault, and had the,highest number of individuals

on death row of any state in the union.
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after human being to dehumanize another human being and put them down through

the skillful use of sarcasm, verbal reprimands, admonitions, or call it what you want,

is in my opinion much more psychologically damagi\ng than. cf,rporal punishment
..

,
could ever become.

i
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Final Comment,by Dr. D,: id Gil, ,given at the ie est of e Symposium Chairman

It is difficult to comment on a discussion' that has

,hours, when by now everyone seems tired.

en going on. for over two

i am certainly in agreement with members of the panel who object, to corporal

punishment; yet I also understand the arguments for ';realism" presentettby Panelists

who favor-tIra use of corporal punishment under prevailing circumstances. -

It seems to me that if we wish to resolvethe dileminaiof this-discourse,' we

need to redefine its terms. We need to beginwith 'a question which has been missing

from the discussion. This question is: What are we rearing our children for? What

Is the function of our schools, their teachers, principals, and superintendents? What

are the functions of school psychologists?

If the function of schools and their parsorinel is to reproduce the prevailing

social order, then, I am afraid, corporal punishment is not oily desittible, biz even

essential. For we no% live in a social order in which we have to be prepared to be
- ."beaten"' throughout our existence. We are not nnuinely free and self-direCting,humans

,

as adults and; therefore, we have to be prepared as children to conform, to adjust,'

to fit in, and to take orders. We must learn to respect authority be it competent or

not. We must learn to function in hierarchical organizations, to find a spotA
for our-

selves withinwithin such hierarchies, to get ahead within them; to control those below us, and

pairespect tothIse above us irrespectiverof their qualifications, There is no better

preparation fog fitting into such alientyig structures than fear of authority.figures and

oppression ur the human mind. Aril this is what our_schools now do, 'whether Or not

they are using corporal punish cCt . r

In Massachusetts, were I live, corporal 'punishment has beenoutlawad in the

schools, and I have been tive in efforts toward this end. However, While-we stopped
r=beating our children ph sicaily, we continue "beating" them in many, other Ways which
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may be even more severe. ye -y few children ach! we their full human rqtential in our

'1-sthoots.

The real issue whiA wrought address is whether /e want our children to. .

grow up. with the mentality of slaves, or whether We want them to develop fully and

freely, and to actualize their inherent human potential. If we want them to be free and

self-directing human beings, we mist transform our society and its values and

institutions in'a manner conducive to gentline freedom for everyone.

To hit or trot to hit children, is a false issue. The real issue is much deeper:.
.

what kind of society do we want? A society of equality and freedom and opportunity

for full development for everyone, or a society where people are means of

*exploitation rather than nasters of their destiny. As long As we want the prevailing,

alienating social order to continue, we will hurt our children, oyertlybr subtly.
,ft
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A NOT-SO-UNBIAS ED OVERVIEW OF THE,ISSUE.

7 by

Dr. Ralph S. Welsh
)
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As the chairperson of the symposiu-n, fwas forced to remain neutral.'during the debate. I now feel a bit 'guilty taking space at the end of thismonograph

I

to express my own personal bias...but not enough guilt to refrain from doing so. -

Personally, I suspect that the U. S. Supreme Court's decisio'ns to alio*

school spankings will probably haste less impact on the educational system than those

opposed to school spankings fear, or those supporting school spankings would wish.

The sad fact w11 probably be'that afevi school boards will vote to include corporal

punishment as a disciplinary procedure in their schools, even though they had never

evert thought about ic prior to the ruling; some teachers will undoubtedly now see

corporal punishment as a license to bear the daylights out of their most .troublesome

pupils, with the result that school vandalism and crime will escalate in those school

districts that encourage its use; and the long-summing-efforts of those of us who have

been trying to eliminate this counterproductive procedure from the educational scene,

Once and for all, as was recommended liy'the 1972 ti.E.A, Task Force on Corporri

Punishment, ,will be set back ancitherlen y'ears. On balance, when I look at the
A

1 , , ,-- ,,
situation objectively; I must agree with the, pro-corporal punishment advocates that the,$,,,

.
. - - .

= -rpossibility that physical harm will now occeir tb numerous students (a prediction feared

by some of the participants in the'sympdsiuT who were against physical punishment) .,,

is exaggerated; but i.am not sure that I feel he same way about the possible psychological

damage. Nevertheless, as the symposium s pporters of corporal punishment pointed

out, the school official who uses it rarely=inmicis to inflict physical damage on the,:ptg#1.:
14 -,_-. ,-;:::,_:_. _--_-s
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Abuses do occur, especially in school systems where corporal punishment appears

to be encouraged rather than Used only as a last resort (see Maurer, 1974), but I am

far from cunvinced that any of the gentlemen who spoke in favor ot corporal punishment

at the symposium would knowlingly have harmed a child.

Obviously, the scluiion to the problem, as apparently all participants

agree, is for us to develop viable alternatives to corporal punishment, and provide

better training for teachers who are forced to handle disci-03e problems. In spite

of his pro-corporal punishment position, Dr. Newbold actknowledged the value of the

non -p unitive Glasser approach (see Glasser, 1969) and dime tec iques current.y

being developed by specialists in behavior modification; ply lamented the fact

t hat few teachers have thetraining necessary to institute such procedures. Those of us

working with behavior problems every day doubt the validity of this argument. When

corporal punibhment is eliminated from a school system, violen._ invariably goeti.

down, as Dr. Foster observed in his own school system, and as others have also

observed (see Maurer, 1975) even when substitute procedures have not been formally

instituted in the school system.
< vet,

No matter what je arguments happen to be in favor of corporal punishment,

the research data strongly suggests that corporal punishment is a potent potentiator

of aggressive behavior (see Becker, 1964, Eron et. al., 1971, Sears et. al., l'957,

and Laagnes ct.. al., 1976). Further, cultures utilizing corporal punishment as the,ir

primary Socialization technique tend to be aggresSive (see Bolton, 1973, and Whiting,

1963). It is singularly ironic that corporal punishment 18 most commonly und In the

home° in response to aggressive behavior, when it potentiates the very behasior,the

parent is attempting to suppress. My own data, involving a sample of 77 delinquent.

males end females, clearly shows that the severity of corporal punishment utilized

by parents is propoTtional to the severity of their ultimate delinquent activity
4
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(see Welsh, -I976a). Moreover, all of the males in our sample wip were found to be
. f

recidivist delinquents had been exposed to .a belt, board, extension cord; fist, or the

equivalent during their developmental years.

Another irony also exists. Mr. Westmoreland, during,the symposium,.

suggested that there are Many people who would like other children to be hit by the

teacher, but not their ow-a.- My data does- not suport this at all. In fact, the children most

likely to be victims of school corporal punishment are the poor, and the oppressed

minorities, contrary to Dr. Newbolcfs denials; the irony is that these spankirigs

generally occur for reasons other than racist. As Dr., Foster hitipointed out

er.)st.er, 1974),, ghetto parents will sanction corporal punishthent more readily than

-class parents, often insistir:,, that the teacher strike their child to keep him in'

'line. Many of my own black patients suffered their worst school beatings at the hands

of black teachers in all black schools, after which they went home and receiveda second

beating at the hands of their parents for having disrupted the classroom. The willing-

ness of the poor and disadvantaged pare4 to let the punitive teacher strike his child

can only serve to ,heighten that child's sense of worthlessness, and unacceptability.

in both the: home' and at school .

I have no doubt that With increased societal enlightenment, regarding the

dangers of corporal punishment, * its existence Will wither to nothingness, as its

*My own research (Welsh, IW6a) suggests that' corporal punishment prexhices
.

f
both fear and anger. yhen the fear imbsides, angey is lefe in its place. Secondly,

children adapt to the frequent use of corporal punishment, requiring heightened.

levels of corporal punishment for it e0 continue to work, until the person bedomeei
. ..,. .

relatively immune to pain. Finally, our findings are consistent with the work. of,

otheks that suggest corporal punishment may alter a person's sensitivity to punish-

meat, rendering him unable to learn efficiently on future punishment tasks,
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evils become apparent to all. 'Until that time, those of us who are aware of the

damage it can do to our children will continue to ioric towards its total abolition,

both in the home as well as the school.
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